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What's the latest trends in body
art and piercing? This week,
our Accent page explores what
if s like to get pierced all over
again, and interviews the
owners of one of Richmond's
body art hotspots.
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Proposal may end three campus groups
BY

Why?

Editor

Bertram said that his fiveStudent
Government page proposal — the seventh
President Nick Bertram
draft — is the result of
presented to the Student
three years' worth of
Senate Tuesday a revision
thought. He said that
of the university's student
research on how student governments at
government structure mat
could change the way
other schools, includfour major governing boding Eastern's benchies are organized and
marks,
operated
showed a trend toward
operated.
more consolidated
In effect, Bertram's
proposal would do away
governing bodies that
with the Residence Hall Mcfc Bertram, also worked on stuAssociation, Centerboard Student
dent activities.
For
example,
and the First Weekend Government
Bertram said that
committee, condensing all President
Murray
State
three organizations into
two new sectors, all under
University, a fellow
the Student Government Kentucky school, has a student
government organized most sim
Association.

ilar to what he's proposed.
"Murray is, in my opinion, the
model for the state," Bertram
said. He said his model combines those qualities with characteristics unique to Eastern.
In addition to making
Eastern's student government
like that of other schools,
Bertram said that pooling the
resources of campus groups will
allow more opportunities for
activity, money to be spent on
those activities and increased
communication.
"This will bring everybody
into the same house," Bertram
said.
The four branches
The new government will be
made up of four branches: the

Student Senate, the Student president more external than
Activities Council, the Residence internal — the president will no
Life Council and the Student longer be a voting member of
the Senate, but will give a report
Court
Leadership will come from to the Senate instead.
the
student
body
The Senate
president/regent, who will head
all the branches. An executive
The Student Senate will be
vice president will be elected on , headed by the executive vice
the same slate as the president, president, who will appoint a
and students will also individual- cabinet of four standing commitly elect a vice president for stu- tees: academic affairs, student
dent activities and one for resi- rights, appropriations and elecdence life.
tions. In addition, the vice presiThe president will also chair dent will appoint a committee-onan executive cabinet, made of committee chair, who will serve
the three vice presidents, a chief as second-in-command of the
of staff, treasurer, secretary, and Senate.
directors, all of whom will be
Each of the committee chairs
must first be elected as senators
appointed by the president
Bertram says his proposal and then appointed; currently,
makes the role of student body they are appointed independent-

ly by the president without being
elected
The Senate members will
elect a parliamentarian, clerk
and historian and sergeant at
arms.
Two student senators will be
elected from each of die five colleges, one at-large senator for
every 700 students, one freshman senator for every 700 freshmen and three senators from
each of the extended campuses.
That gives the Senate two
fewer senators than it currently
has by eliminating the positions
for undeclared senators, which
Bertram said are not needed as
much now that the Senate has
freshmen positions.
But besides having two fewer
SeeSGA,A10

Gen
ed
nears
a place to final stages
BYGMAVAUE

Thieme, committee member and
associate professor in the departAfter three years of research ment of communication.
According to Thieme, the latand four new proposals, the Ad
Hoc
General
Education est proposal outlines very specific
Committee is hoping to finally objectives that will give each stuplace the finishing touches on a dent a balanced education.
"Ifs a general
new
and
improved
picture of how
(a) liberal arts
General
education will
Education prohelp
them
posal
achieve fife long
"It's been a
learning," she
difficult process,"
said. "Things
Gary Kuhnhenn,
(objectives) will
associate dean of —Gary Kuhnhenn
build upon other
the College of chafc of the ad hoc
things they are
Arts
and committee on gen ed reform
learning."
Sciences said.
Currently, the
Kuhnhenn
»
gen ed requireheads the Ad
ments include 51
Hoc Committee
hours of course
in charge of
revising the general education for- work designed to "help each stumat. He was given the position dent develop as an educated perduring the Kustra administration. son and as a citizen." The proThe committee's goal, accord- gram consists of six broad areas,
ing to Kuhnhenn, was to develop subdivided into 21 categories.
The newest proposal will allow
an ideal gen ed program, and
"come up with a practical gen ed students to spread out gen ed
program that will serve students requirements through all four
years of college rather than conin careers and their lives."
The general education require- centrating on finishing the
ments are learning objectives sup- requirements in the first two
ported by courses that students years. It will consist of 10 objecmust take to graduate with a tives, some of which will require
bachelors degree. According to prerequisites and credit hours
the university's statement on gen- before taking.
"It wQI allow more flexibility id
eral education, "the primary
objective of general education is some areas than others," Thieme
to help the individual function said, noting that now in category
three and four of the gen ed
intelligently as a human being."
The gen ed requirements are requirements there are several
important because they provide a choices of classes for students to
warm, well-rounded, well-bal- choose from, but with the new
anced education," said Amy
SeeGENED,A4
News editor

Intramural programs try to
accommodate 'prime time'
BY JENNIFER ROGERS

proposed $7 million student wellness center is built
Students wanting to find some
The facility's gyms, as well as
open gym space may be hard- its other parts, are intended to be
pressed this time of year. But for student use only.
Intramurals director John Jewell
For students who are looking
says the space crunch is really to use the gyms open now, Jewell
only due to the large amount of recommends playing on the
involvement in intramural pro- teams instead of trying to comgrams and heightened activity pete for open gym time.
this time of year.
The leagues kind of displace
Intramural programs share the open recreation," he said.
Eastern's gym facilities with uni- That's especially the case this
versity athletic teams and physical year, when there is a high numeducation classes. The need to ber of teams — for example, 61
share gym time leads to fewer basketball teams that play on
open hours for people wanting, to Monday through Thursday
play independently, Jewell said.
"With a shared facility this is a nights.
Jewell said the facilities' use is
common problem," Jewell said. prioritized:
physical education
The facilities are kind of busting
classes get priority until 2:30 p.m.,
at the seams."
Jewell said that right now is athletics gets dibs until 6 p.m. and
the middle of a six-week "prime- intramurals can schedule games
time" period for the gyms — after that
Jewell said athletic teams are
when they are being used for
class, intramurals and when stu- permitted to use the gyms in
dents are more likely to want to instances when weather doesn't
use the gyms because it's cold allow them to play outside. For
instance. Eastern's softball and
outside.
Jewell said one of the most baseball teams often use the
obvious solutions to the problem gyms when if s raining instead of
is already in the works: the facili- practicing outside.
ties will be less crowded once the
Editor

Josh Scott, on left, and Mark Cook, right, play intramural basketball
In the Begley Gym Tuesday night. Eastern has two facilities that are
shared between athletic teams, intramural teams and students —
the Begley gyms and Weaver. For schedules of open gym times,
visit the Intramurals Web site at www.intramurals.eku.edu.
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Hi: 48
Low: 22
Conditions:
PM showers
PM Snow showers
SAT Partly cloudy
Partly cloudy

I The spring job fair will
be in Keen Johnson on
Wednesday.

Ifs been a
difficult process.

External grants rise from last year
BY SARAH

CLASSIFIEDS

u

Hawer

Managing editor

Eastern received nearly $50 million in
external grant awards in 2001, a 24 percent increase from last year even though
the number of proposals has slipped to a
six-year low.
Out of 263 submissions. 198 awards
were granted to Eastern faculty for a total
of $49,007,810.
Division of Sponsored Programs
Director Scott Tracy said the record
award total was due to excellent faculty
networking and work.
The institution has done quite a bit in
adding some infrastructure to the whole
process but the faculty's hard work has
made it possible," Tracy said.
The majority of funding came from
the state with federal monies in second
place.
The College of Justice and Safety
leads the pack with more than $35 million in external grants.
"I think a large portion of it is that
they (College of Justice and Safety) have
spent longer in the trenches," Tracy said.
"You've got a group of people over there
that have been doing it for a long time
and they know the <ns and outs quite a
bit."
Tracey noted at the Board of Regents
meeting on Jan. 31 that the high figures
hide three underlying issues.
The first concern is that not as many
Eastern faculty are not submitting proposals as there should be. Only 11 percent of the university's faculty are project
directors, and Tracy said the figure
should be closer to 21 percent.

"One of the issues we've got here is
we're a teaching institution," Tracy said.
"So it's a lot more difficult to find the
time for our faculty to go out and pursue
projects."
The figure of 21 percent faculty participation in projects comes from a national
benchmark study that has been conducted by the National Association of College
and Business officers, the Society of
Research Administrators and KPMG.
* Another issue is that one-third of current project directors are within five
years of retirement Also, the number of
new first-time submissions are down.
Tracey noted his office is planning on
doing more workshops to let the faculty
know about grant opportunities. A mentoring program is also another approach.
"We're looking at some type of mentoring program so the folks that are here,
that are experienced can work with
younger faculty to try and help them
develop their grant skills as well," Tracy
said.
The exponential increase in sponsored
program funding not only brings national
prestige to the university but helps
attract qualified graduate and undergraduate students.
"A portion of the awards goes to direct
assistance for students in the form of projects where we have assistantships or fellowships," Tracy noted.
According to their Web sites, Western
Kentucky
University
received
$22,475,757 in grant awards last year.
University of Kentucky received
$173,592,800 in 2001 from external
awards.
.
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Faculty
Senate

From Page A3

regent
BY JENMFER ROGERS

Ecttor

The Faculty Senate is seeking
nominations for the position of
faculty regent
The elections are necessary
after Merita Thompson, who currently holds the position, formally announced that she will be
entering the retirement transition program in the fall.
Thompson
made
her
announcement at the Faculty
Senate's meeting on Feb. 4.
Faculty regents serve a threeyear term; Thompson was elected last year.
The regent elected this year
will serve the remainder of her
term.
Campaign periods will begin
after the nomination deadline,
March 1, is passed. Faculty members who meet the criteria for
regent and who turns in a nomination form with 20 faculty signatures is eligible.
In order to be eligible, faculty
members must hold the rank of
assistant professor or higher, be
a member of the teaching or
research faculty and hold no
titles higher than chair or coordinator of their department
Completed nomination forms
can be sent to a member of the
election committee, chaired by
Charlie Everett, or mailed to the
Faculty Senate's address at
Coates Box 12-A.
Forums with all the nominees
will be scheduled for the week of
March 25, and ballots win go to
faculty members by March 29.
Ballots must be returned by April
5, and if a second ballot is
required, it will be sent by April
12 and must be returned by April
19.
Senate president Pam
Schlomann said that a run-off
between two final candidates is
often needed because the winning candidate must have a
majority of the votes.
Members of the committee on
elections
include
Peggy
McGuire. Ellen Rim, Sara Sutton
and Joyce Wolf.
The next Faculty Senate meeting wfll be at 3:30 p.m. March 4
on the second floor of the Keen
Johnson Building.

117
E.Main St.
625-9394

proposal the objectives should be
more defined. Courses will be
decided upon by the Faculty
Senate after the proposal is
accepted by the Board of Regents.
Thieme says this proposal is
designed so that it wont allow students to choose from a huge
schmorgasbord of classes. 'It's
much more wefl defined. There
are objectives and a purpose to
this model.
"We're asking students to
think about things that are outside of themselves, and inside of
themselves — outside what
they're studying and both outside
and inside campus," Thieme said.
The proposed model will still
focus on weUness, the sciences,
human civilizations, mathematics and English, however new
categories such as an exploration into political and moral
values as well as a research writing category have been added.
The proposal also offers a cap-stone seminar, which will consists of a course taken in another
department other than the student's major.
Changes in the existing
requirements, include making
students wait until they have
earned 60 credit hours before taking health or physical education

The Committee in charge of General Education reform is
hosting a series of open forums for campus members. The focus
groups wUl concentrate on what students and faculty think
should be included in the general education reforms.
The locus groups wfll meet in Moore 129.
Monday. Feb. 25
12:30-1:30 p.m. - Facilitator, Steve Haggerty
1:30-2:30 p.m. — Facilitator, Karen Rudick
Tuesday, Feb. 26
9.30-10:30 am — Facilitator, Kathy Werking
3:304:30 p.m. — Facilitator Amy Thieme
Wednesday, Feb. 27
12KJ0-1O0 pjn. — FiadntitoT.AinyThlensr--1:30-230 p.m. — Facilitator, Karen Rudick
Thursday, Feb. 28
3:30-430 pjn. — Facilitator, /
(Reserved for!
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•The Ad Hoc General Education
Committee members wiU be in attendance to serve as resource persons only.
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Feb. 12
On Tuesday Feb. 12, between
the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 11:30
a.m. two faculty members in the
Case Annex reported items
stolen from their unlocked
offices. Shirley Rivard and
Sherry Robinson both reported
that they stepped out of their
offices when someone entered
them and stole a purse from
Rivard's desk, and two wallets
from Robinsons' purse.
Feb. 10
A Walters Hall resident
reported receiving harassing
calls from an ex-boyfriend.

$8.50 - $9.50 per hour
20-25 hours per week
1
Convenient work schedules
• Paid vacation, holidays, plus medical benefits
< $2,000 per year night-sort tuition reimbursement
1

Call 1-888-WORKUPS
For more information or visit: www.upsjobs.com
Equal Opportunity Employer

The Hottest Trends in

BODY JEWELRY
Over 100 Styles to
Choose Froprt

Allison A. Brownstead, 31,
Richmond, was arrested and
charged with driving on a suspended operators license,
improper registration plate and
failure to produce an insurance
card.
John G. Woodson, 29,
Somerset, was arrested and
charged with disregarding a
stop sign and driving under the
influence.

Now Available at

Feb. 9
Daniel N. Ellis, 19, Columbia,
was stopped after running a red
light. He was arrested for DUI.

A Palmer Hall resident
reported a theft to his room.
According to the report, two
textbooks were stolen from his
L room during different times of
the week. A Theatre 110 book
was taken between Feb 4 and
Feb. 6. A French 102 text was
taken between Feb. 6 and Feb.
8.

Carriage Gate
Shopping Center
(859)624-9825
i)pcn
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Have you thought

You know you need
to be there.
Mass is good for
you. It's Lent. You
should go.
Luckily, we 've made it easier
than ever.

California?
California has committed $53.3 billion
to education, and we need you to fulfill
our promise to students.

Kieecrgertea
through third
graii dints

■■w havt 20
or fewer pupils
per class.
Scheols
receive
fiiaaciel
iacantivss for

5 p.m. Mass at Newman
on Thursdays of Lent
OFatherJim will conduct Mass this week.O

(Feb. 21, 28 - Mar. 7 & 14)
405 University Drive
623-9400

M

■

about the ClaSSrOOmS in

8 p.m.

"■

Feb. 13
James Blackburn. 18. Keene
Hall, was cited for possession of
drug paraphernalia.

m

Are you
looking for
PART-TIME
EMPLOYMENT?

1

Mc&s.

4.

Officers responded to a
report of criminal mischief on
the 17th floor of Commonwealth
Hall. Residential coordinator
Jerry Honaker reported that
someone had put toothpicks in
the door locks on the floor.
Facility services were called to
fix three damaged locks. All
other rooms received no damage

i
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Tattoos "

"Simply the Best Shop in Town'*

Catholic Newman Center
Next to Walters Hall

r

Compfted by Gina Vafts
Feb. 14
Frances Dixon reported a
briefcase stolen from her office
in the Combs Building.

Daniel Roosa, 20, Louisville,
was cited for possession of alcohol by a minor.

Friday. March 1
1000-11:00 a-m. — Facilitator, Amy Thieme
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courses It would also be required
that students take two upper level
courses from the current gen ed
categories of 7,12 and 15.
Thieme is helping to coordinate a series of eight Focus
Groups that win provide the campus ttie opportunity for constructive feedback on the latest proposal.
This is one last phase to go
through," she said. The focus
groups are the committee's way of
asking students and faculty "what
they feel needs to' be in the
model."
With the focus groups, Thieme
said the goal is to, "reach out to
the whole entire campus and get a
more representative standpoint
from campus"
She said that the committee
invited one person from each
department to attend one of the
eight groups. Though reservations have already been taken,
Theime said no one will be turned
away.
"We saved one (focus group)
for students so they aren't uncomfortable with faculty and staff present" said Kuhnhenn "We'd like
to provide an environment where
the proposed gen ed model can
be seen in a positive purpose.
"You're (students) the ones
who this is all about" Kuhnhenn
said.

Focusing on GenEd reform

$10 OFF JH
tattoo

► Police Beat:
Feb. 9-14

Open forums soon

rcduciag class
sues ia other
grades, tee.

Whether you're seeking your first teaching
experience, or a first-class teaching
experience, California is your answer.
We're seeking graduating and experienced
teachers to lead our six million students into the future. And we're hiring in all areas
of the state, for many types of teaching positions.
California has a uniquely diverse population, and we're looking for teachers who
embrace these differences and use them to enhance the learning environment
Because the Classroom Reduction Act of 1396 reduced class sizes to 20 students
per teacher in grades K-3, we have a renewed need for teachers in those grades.
We also have a great need for teachers who specialize in math, science,
ESL/bilingual education and special education at all grade levels.

Bring your teaching degree to California
Our commitment to education translates into real benefits for teachers: Starting
salaries of $34,000 to $44,000 for first year teachers; up to $19,000 in grants for
education loans; no-money-down mortgages with low interest rates; and other
incentives for teachers in areas of high need.

We need you in California. It's easy to get here.
For more information, call toll-free
l-Ma-CalTeach (888-225-8322) or visit
our website at www.calfch.cooi.

CalTeach
Lett Coast. Right Job"
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EKU Symphonic band
plays in Buchanan
The Eastern Symphonic band,
under the direction of Eastern
Director of Bands Joe Allison, will
play tonight in the Pearl
Buchanan Theatre at 7:30 p.m.
The event is free to the public.

Glasser announces
new spring grad times
President Glasser has
approved a new starting time for
the scheduled 2002 Spring
Commencement
It will begin at 1:30 p.m. on
May 11. The College Receptions
will be held in Keen Johnson from
10 a.m. to noon.
The change was made in order
to allow families and friends of
graduates who must travel a considerable distance to be able to
leave home at a reasonable time
and participate in all receptions
and ceremonies.

Camera found in gym
A camera was found Feb. 4 in
the Weaver Gym. Please call 6222715 to chum.

Eastern to host job fair
Wednesday, Feb. 27

The event is part of President
Glasser's Inauguration scheduled
events calendar.

Chamber to welcome
President Glasser
The Richmond Chamber of
Commerce will
welcome
President Glasser at 4:30 p.m. to
6:30 p.m. in the Stratton Cafeteria
on Wednesday Feb. 27.
'Business After Hours," is
hosted by the College of Justice
and Safety , the Department of
Criminal Justice Training and the
Chamber of Commerce and
Training Resource Center.

Eastern Theatre to
present "Baby"
"Baby," a musical presented by
the Eastern Theatre department,
will run from Feb. 27 through
March 2. at 8 p.m. nightly. The
performances will be held in
Gifford Theatre. Tickets are $6
and can be purchased weekdays
at die box office from noon to 4
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Henderson at 8694264200. or drop
off a resume at 1219 Lexington Rd..
recrwwnd. Presbyterian Community
Based Services EOE

p.m every wsalswd. Apply in person
at 131 Miartoufrtf Or.
lone. Madison Garden
youl Highway Conatrucaon Company
ssslJno student wJh oompular background. Duass *M include sjilssng
professional snglneer and land surveyor w*h surveys, computers and
—maang. Hours are flexible and
atmosphere la caeuei. Great experience for a highry mottvatod ndhrtua!
Please aubmk resume to: Free
Ccrtracang Inc. ABn: Martin Fister,
1620 Old Frankfort Pke, Lexington,
KY 40504.
Keay a Fro* Merle* Is hiring Spring
and Summer help. Cel 859424-2673
or 859461-1410.
Free room and board, apt furnished if
needer^ Potential tor part time
employment. Needed: good rove
model lor youth In our supervised
Uvincj program. Must
physical, drug, driving record,
registry and criminal record
checks. CeJ tor Sandra Davis or Kim

niaiiilUBe, Sorortttee, Ctutoe,
SsMttent Groups: Earn $1,000 $2,000
with
the
easy
Cernpustundraieer.com three hour
fundraieing event Does not Involve
crerJt card applications. Fundraieing
dales are fBrtg quickly, so eel today!
Contact CarryuafisTonsssr.com at
8664234236. or vial www.campusfundraieer.com
Help! I need somebody! MarJeon
Garden
Mentors needed tor girts. Work at
Summer Camp In Northeeet
Georole-Contact: jalteonCgirlecoutanwga.org for more Into. It lakes a
great leader (youl) to teach a girl not
to tceow. Make a dMerence. not just
money.
HaTs on the Wver Now hiring
Servers. Apply in person. 24 p.m. at
122S Atrwne-Booneaboroogh Rd.

pjn.
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SGA allocates tech fees
The Student Government will
once again allocate $100,000 of
the student technology fee to give
Eastern students the best technological resources possible.
On Friday Feb. 1, Daniel
Logsdon, committee chair,
announced a call for bids to all
academic deans and department
chairs. The deans and chairs were
given application packets, and are
encouraged to seek ways in
which funding will help students
in their departments.
Applications can be picked up
in the SGA office, 132 Powell
Building or can be downloaded
from www.ekuaga.com.
All applications must be sent
or dropped off by Thursday Feb.
28, no later than 5 p.m. For additional information, e-mail the committee techieeOekusga.com.

Eastern will hold its annual
Spring job fair on Wednesday,
Feb. 27 from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. in
the Keen Johnson Ballroom.
An updated list of employers
and job opportunities is available
at www.coop.eku.edu.
Parking will be available in the
Stateland parking lot, across the
Bypass from Roy Kkld Stadium A
shuttle service will provide transportation to and from the Keen
Johnson Building.
Employers wishing to register
for the event can do so online.
The event is sponsored by the
divisions of Career Services,
Cooperative Education and
Alumni Relations, The Graduate
School,
the
offices
of
Multicultural Student Services
and Services for Students with Black history month
Disabilities and The Eastern
events postponed
Progress.
For more information call 622The Multicultural Mixer and
1269.
Potluck Dinner that was scheduled or Feb. 16 has been rescheduled for Saturday March 2 from 6
College of Justice and to 9 p.m. in die Arlington Mule
Barn.
Safety hosts speakers
Reservations should be made
The College of Justice and by Feb. 22 in the Office of
Safety Colloquium The Crime Multicultural Student Services, 18
Crash of the 1990s: Real or Powell Building, or by phone at
Fictio I?" will take place in the 622-3205.
Poaey Auditorium from 10 a.m. to
The
African-American
3 p.m. on Feb. 27.
Achievement Banquet, scheduled
Featured speakers include Dr. for Sunday Feb. 17 has been
Alfred Blumstein from Carnegie rescheduled for Sunday April 21
Mellon University and Dr. Eli from 4 to 6 p.m. in the Keen
Silverman from the City Johnson Ballroom.
University of New York.

In tte She fcdft

MMUK

of

8594274620
In North Myrtle
S.C.. wal train, no experience.
Apply ra^./Aeww.iiet>awe|JUMu»xuui
Girt Scout Camp Stair. Work in tie
outdoors and make a dMerence n tie
He of a chid. Utoguerds and Nurses
needed. 1400-475-2621

BUK
Hoomses in
from EX.U., on Lancaster Ave. Cat
8594234101 or 859482-4400.
For sale orient Extra large 5 bedroom, 4 bath, rebut Victorian home,
ideal tor rent sharing or extended family. $1,200 per month - $800 deposit
references required. CM 8594247883
■day
Training provided. 1400-2934985

ext 120.

Congretuletlone
Anniversary ato

The

Eastern

TRAVEL

«^sm«rve ~>pnng oreejc msaeton
tnpl Home repair projects. parting in
Marsh County. Kentucky. Co-sponsored by Westminster Feftowshjp and
First
Presbyterian
Church.
Scholarships provided. If interested,
contact Cary at 859423-5323 or
csasnoyl Oaoi.com.
#1

Spring

Break

Vacations!

Cancun, Jamaica. Bahamas &
Florida. Earn cash & go free" Now
hiring Campus Reps. 1400-2347007. orxssosoummenUii.ujMi
[ wMt STS. Americas
•1 Student Tour Operator. Promote
trips orvcamous, earn cash and fees
trips. Irsoflaasrvaoons 1400446loom
15 days $2791 Includes
meals A free parties! Awesome
beeches, ragtsteel
Departs from
Ftorida!
Cancun & Jamaica $4691 sprtngbreektravel.com 1-80047&4386
A free Spring Break] Hottest deesnasoreypsrtteel Lowest prices guaranteed) Beet Mrfcieamototel Free
booze/food" 2 free tops on 15 sates.
Earn cash! Group dtecounts! Book
online: www.sunanlaaraouri.com 1800-426-7710
Spring Break Panama Ctty
"Summr Condos. discount rates,
4044554637.
Spring Break Cancun, Panama City.
Daytone, South Beach. Florida Best
hotels and parses. Lowest prices!
wwwixeakerstrsvel.com 14004856789
AAAA! Spring Break Panama Ctty
from $129! Boardwalk room w/
kitchen, next to duosl 7 parties indudng free drinks! Daytone $159! apringbreaktravel.com 1400-678-6366

seeking STAFF

• SOUTH MSII*
• PAIAMA CITY BEACH.
• STlAJtBQAT.
• BUUJUUIIDa*
• DATTOMA BEACH. ASPEH.

MoncluuM.com

Cooky Hock OmJbmg. Horrbock

Sawatetej ftsfj Sforfi ArU.
Bockpock.ng.MOlie

NC2t712-OHM4t34

Your ad
could go
here.

CUSTOM
SCREEN
PRINTING

rAountoln Mast. Tenrw. Hiding.
Whit WoUr Conotky.
p.TWst

"Who wen the Deytona 90O
on Saturday, in ana of the
craziest races everr

Call the Eastern
Progress to
place your
advertisement
today.

Be the first one to answer
the question correctly
& win a Free T-shirt

LUNCH BUFFET

$

6."

11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
2 Meats. 3 Vegetables.
Soup, Salad, rust US,
Bread, Soit Drink
A Dessert Included.
A^Jjfe 1094 Bomes Mill Rd
Cjj^sa* .
Richmond, KY

7^^(859)624-4000

Three Different
Lunch Specials
for $3.99 etch.
Maoday-Friday
11 a.m.-2 p.m.

Madison
Garden
VJ s A a « o a ii L

(859) 624-2200

6221881
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OFFICER CANDIDATES
WANTED ■ GO FOR THE GOLD
Kentucky Army National Guard Is accepting applications
for Officer Candidate Programs. This Includes Direct Commission, ROTC/Simultaneous Membership Program and
Office Candidate School
BENEFITS INCLUDE-FREE COLLEGE TUmON ASSISTANCE, in addition to the Army College Fund and the
Montgomery Gl Bill.
Call 2nd Lieutenant Travis Carpenter 9 (502) 395-0048
to schedule an appointment
CALL NOW - UMTTED OPENING

►fter this, the corporate ladder
will be a piece of [CGEIKC^I
In Army ROTC, you'll get to do stuff that'll challenge you, both physically and
mentally. In the process, you'll develop skills you can use in your career, like
thinking on your feet, making smart decisions, taking charge. Tatk to your Army
ROTC representative. You'll find there's nothing like a little climbing to help
prepare you for getting to the top.

ARMY ROTC

Unlike any other college coarse you can take.

APPLY NOW FOR PAID SUMMER LEADERSHIP TRAINING
AND ARMY OFFICER OPPORTUNITIES!
Can Captain Cllne at 622-1214 for details
1
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1922
Lucille Strother
1922-23 Eugene Sammons
1923-24 Margaret Carter
1924-26 Edgar T. Higgins
1925-26 Robert T. Adklns
1926-27 Mildred Redding
1927-29 Fred Dial
1928-29 Robert K. Salyers
1929-90 Fred Dial
1930-91 Kenneth T. Marshall
1931-32 Albert W. Crumbaugh.
William W. Martin, Harold Prim
1932-33 Gibson Prather
1933-34 Albert W. Crumbaugh
1934-36 Vivian M. Buckshorn
1935-36 Morris Creech, Donald
Michelson
1936-37 Morris Creech, Kelly Core
1937-38 Ralph Maurer
193839 Edward E. Eicher
193940 Mary Agnes Finneran
194041'Ruth Cattlet, Jim Squires
1941-42 Paul Dickerson Brandes
1942-43 Natalie Murray, Claude
Rawlins
194344 Betty Strachan, Tommye
Rankin, Herbert Searcy
194446 Tommye Rankin
194846 Bob Ryle
194847 Norma Ann Richards
1947-48 Sam Fife
194849 Elizabeth Pennington
1949-60 Paul Minch, Lenora
Douglas
1960-61 Helen Burke, Frank Leahy
1951-53 Ruth Ann Hulker
1963-64 Edith Ann Taylor
196468 Mary Jo Camped, Mary
Elizabeth Johnson
196886 Bert Bowling, Thorn
McElfresh, Dolores Samson
1968-67 Peggy Hinkle. Doug
Robinson, Janet Thompson
1987-68 Bert Bach, Delia Ann
Warren
1968-69 Beverly Dansby, Tommy
Logsdon
198880 Jean Patterson, Sandy
Wilhoite
1960-61 Charles Klonne, Larry
Stanley
1961-82 Marian Bazzy
1962-83 Ronnie Wolfe
198384 Mary Ann Nelson
198488 Doug Whitlock
1968 (Summer) Evelyn Joy Graham
196888 Gerald Maerz
1966 (Summer) Pamela Smith,
Brenda Phi/pot
1966-67 Bill Raker
1987 ^Summer) Gerald Maerz
196748 Fred MuHins
1988 (Summer) Allen Trimble
198889 Craig Ammerman
1989-70 Joe M. Edwards, Allen C.
Trimble
1970-71 Sonja Foley, Patricia Carr
1971-72 Mike Park, Jack Frost
1973-74 Robert Babbage
1974-76 Delma J. Francis
197876 T.G. Moore, Diana Taylor
1976-77 Jackie B. Lynch, Eric
Middlebrook
1977-78 Nancy Hungariand
1978-79 Mark Turner
197940 Ginny Eager, Rob Dollar
198041 Robin Pater
198X42 Markita Shelburne
198243 Shanda Pulllam
198344 Thomas Barr
198446 Lisa Frost
196848 Alan White
1886 87 Terri Martin
198748 Mike Marsee
) Amy Caudill
i Jennifer Feldman
1990-91 Terry Sebastian, Jeff
Newton
199142 Clint Riley
199243 Susan Gayle Reed
199344 Joe Castle, Amy Etmans
199446 Selena Woody
199648 Don Perry
188847 Mary Ann Lawrence
198748 Tim Mollette
1998-99 Jamie Neal, Brian Simms,
Alyssa Bramlage
199940 Don Knight, Jacinta
Feldman
200001 Dena Tackett
200102 Dena Tackett, Jennifer
Rogers
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DR. C ADMAN TO RETU« KIT
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And the winner is...

Associated Collegiate Press

80 years of awards at The Progress
The Progress has been fortunate
enough to enjoy a long history of
good stories, good photography,
and good design. Throughout its
80-year history, staffs and individual members have received
statewide and national recognition.
Beginning primarily in the 1960s,
The Progress started to recieve
national recognition for its work,
and among other awards, was given
its first "First Class" rating by the
Associated Collegiate Press in 1969.
That award was followed by more
top rankings in the next several

years.
On a statewide level, The
Progress has been a participant in
the Kentucky Intercollegiate Press
Association's conference for about
as long as the paper itself has been
in existence. Early editions heralded the staffs travels to other college papers across the state, and on
several occasions Progress staff
members have enjoyed KIPA's top
honors in design, reporting and
photography.
At right is a listing of more recent
awards and recognitions.

National Pacemaker Award:
1990, 1994, 1996
National Pacemaker finalist: 1988, 1990, 1992,
1993, 1994, 19%, 1997

rP

ASSOCIATED
COLLF.GIATE
PRESS

The Pacemaker is awarded "in recognition of general
excellence and outstanding achievement in a college
newspaper in a national competition. Given by The
Associated Collegiate Press and the Newspaper Association
of America Foundation at the National College Media
Convention."

Columbia Scholastic Press
Association
Gold Crown 2001
Gold Crown 1996
Gold Crown 1991
Silver Crown 1998
Silver Crown 1997
The Crown Awards are presented
"in recognition of outstanding
achievement in the writing, editing, design and production of a
rwmmmm
superlative student publication through the cooperative
efforts of students, faculty and administrators which epitomizes the high ideals from which this association has drawn
its strength and inspiration" by the Columbia Scholastic
Press Association, Columbia University, New York.

Society of Professional Journalists
Mark of Excellence
;«
Awards honoring
the best in student
journalism
Best Ail-Around College Non-Daily Newspaper, 1998
Best All-Around College Non-Daily Newspaper, 1997
"Awarded by the Society of Professional Journalists to recognize overall excellence. Criteria include accuracy and
completeness; enterprise and ingenuity; extenuating circumstances; effectiveness; writing style; creative use of the
medium's unique capabilities; adherence to high journalistic
standards."

G. Lee McClain, 1922
Edna Zellhoefer, 1922-25
Hambleton Tapp, 1925-26
William L Keene, 1926-29
Edna Zellhoefer, 1929-30
Dean W. Rumbold. 1930-34
William L Keene, 193443
1943-50, no sponsor
Paul Duncan, 1950-52
William L. Keene, 1952-58
Edsel R. Mountz, 195840
Donald R. Feltner. 196047
Glen A.W. Kleine. 1967-1971
Ron Wolfe, 1971-1981
Marilyn Bailey, 1981-1987
Libby Fraas, 1987-2002
Source: Two Eastern Publications, the
history of the Milestone and Progress*
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Perspective

Jennifer Rogers, editor

The Eastern Progress I www.easternprogress.com

80 years of
OPINIONS
A showcase of talented editorial
cartoons shows that The
Progress, in its eight decades
of publication, never backed
down from voicing its opinion.

<E EASTERN PROGRto
HEATRE CL| J.D. Crowe illustrated campus
bookstore service in this
SUNDER
March 1, 1990 cartoon.
Crowe is now the editorial
cartoonist at the Mobile
Register in Alabama. His cartoons can be viewed at
www.al.com/opinion/
rnobileregister/Jcrowe.ssf
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Open door policy at Progress ensures a quality newspaper
Breathes there a student with soul so
dead,
Who never to himself hath said
Twill be my own, my own school
Paper.

Dieter Carton illustrated a typical Thursday
night In Richmond back on March 8,1973.
> it-** * i*.

.E EASTERN PROGRhDi

give help to you.
Most of us have brilliant ideas and
thoughts sometimes that would help our
fellow students immensely, if we could get
mem across. We cannot meet all personally
and tell them of these but we can always
If there is one who has not and shows no find a way through The Eastern Progress.
signs of doing so we hope, both for his
If you do anything worth while or plan to
good and ours, that he will cease to
do anything worth while, or even want to
breathe, not entirely of course, but we hope advertise for some one that is worth while,
he will cease to breathe the splendid pure
we know of no other way that surpasses the
air of Eastern.
way through the new school paper.
We have all studied an Ancient History
Classes, clubs, literary societies, all are
more or less and know that until recent
urged to give us what you have. Faculty
years China and some of the great counand students we need you, we want you, we
tries of the East seemed almost hopelessly just have to have you behind us. We need
buried in darkness. Now, China is no
your good will your thoughts and inspiralonger unworthy of consideration but is fast tions and last, but by no means least, your
becoming a figurehead among us.
subscriptions.
China's progress, yes, the Eastern
In this article, we purpose not to enterprogress, is due to the policy of the Open
tain you with a beautiful and eloquent flow
Door. Since we know that Eastern progress of die King's English, nor do we attempt to
has been through the Open Door, shall not treat of some philosophical subject of interThe Eastern Progress be through the same est to none. We, as The Eastern Progress
policy of the Open Door?
staff, do purpose in this, to give to each and
In the Literary Digest we find, There is all of you the command, "Fall in!" We
some difference as to whether the open
expect this command to be heard by everydoor in China should be opened from the
one of you and shall expect as a result that
inside or the outside." That will not be the
this publication of the students, by the stuquestion with us. We want a door that
dents and for the students shall not perish
opens both ways so that The Eastern
from E.K.S.N.S. (Eastern Kentucky State
Progress may receive help from you and
Normal School)

accompanies «r>
entitled 'Peer
pressure spurs branding." The October 25,
1979 editorial discussed
the practice of branding
in the traditionally black
fraternities. The black
community of Eastern
accused The Progress of
racism and a statewide
furor erupted. However,
no further artjpnw^s. K
taken against the mew*'"
paper, which published a
clarification in the next
i«*ue.

An editorial cartoon about crosswalk speedsters by
W.C. Buchanan shows that crosswalk problems
have been around since at least March 23,1962. /

This
landmark
editorial
was
published In
the tint
Issue of The
Progress on
Fab. 22,
1922. The
article
outllnedthe I
newspaper's
commitment
to the
campus
audience.
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►How to roach us
Phone: (850) 622-1881 | E-Mail: progreatOact exu.edu

To

Gina Vaae. 622-1872
Accent
Rortca Brandenburg, 622-1882

Fax: (859) 622-2354

T*|
Weptay
Stephanie AuH, 622-1881
CTaaafflatfcTlutiatilpMuita
Catwrine Cunningham, 622-1881

ArttASturf
Cec* SrnJri. 622-1882
OM School and on the Edpjo
Jetaica Griffin, 622-1882
what's on Tap
Greg VMHow, 622-1882
Sporta
Corey Hal, 622-1872
Who's That
Kate Wottarnp. 622-1872

Steve Richardson, 622-1578

Subscriptions are available by mat at i
cost of $1 per tseue; $20 per
$amester,or $38 per year payable In
advance.

My turn A letters policy
The Progreee welcomes submissions for My Turn
columns by Eastern's students, atari, faculty or anyone in the
community interested in voicing an opinion.
My Turn cohimna should relate to a current topic on campus or in the community and no' be longer than 1,000 words.
Authors can bring their cohimna to the Progress office at
117 Donovan Annex by noon the Monday before rjubBcaoon.
Usual? the author's photograph is included with the column.
Columns may be saved on disk as RTF or text-only files.
Columns and letters to the editor may also be e-mailed to
the Progreaa at progressOacs.eku.edu or faxed to the office
at (858) 622-2354.
The Progress does not print anonymous columns or letters. Please include a phone number and address for verification purposes only, not for publication.
The editor of the Progreaa reserves the right to edit
columns and letters for length.

Y^i
ne Eastern
eastern
LThe

Progress

^-^www.easternprogress.com

117 Donovan Annex. Eastern Kentucky Untverany. Richmond. Ky. 40475

Jennifer Rogers I
Sarah Heaney I Mama
Michael Kotora, Thomas Nemertin and Nathan Bullock I
The Eastern Prograaa (ISSN 10S1-S324) Is a member of the Associated
Collegiate Prsss, Kentucky Intercollegiate Press Association and CoHese
Newspaper Business & Advertlslr* Managers. Inc. The Progress Is published
every Thursday during the school year, with the exception of vacation and
examination periods. Any false or misleading advertising should be reported
to Adviser/General Manager, Dr. Elizabeth Fraas at (850) 6221880
Opinions expressed herein are those of student editors or other signed
writers and do not necessarily represent the views of the university. Student
editors also decide the news and informational content.
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► letters to the editor
IFC President says
Greeks live up to standards
I am writing in response to the
Thursday, February 14 article
"Student believes frats and sororities not living up to potentialBeing Interfraternity Council
President I am baffled from die
accusations that were claimed in
your recent article in The Eastern
Progress. Claims that fraternities
and sororities, or how you stated
it as "you people" were not what
they intended to be. You think by
reading one organization's creed
that you can fully comprehend or
understand the full meaning of
what fraternities are supposed to
be?
Well, you are wrong! We are
college students, young adults in
the prime of our lives, who are
just like everyone else on campus.
Yes, we do have some bad apples
in all of our groups, but if you can
show me any other organization
that does not, then you will have
the right to stake these irrational,
prejudice claims.
We, the fraternities and sororities, are no better than anyone,
but we are very selective. You
stated that people who rushed
Greek at one time and were not
"good enough" to make the
grade; that is exactly right Our
Greek organizations all have
grade standards that all applicants
must adhere to and follow. Do not
blame us for rules and guidelines
that are set to keep academically
subpar students out If students
grades are below the minimum of
a 2.25 high school or 2.25 college
cumulative grade point average
then in retrospect we do not need
them.
To answer the question correctly of fraternities and sororities
are intended to be is an organization that strives for excellence —
excellence in academics, community service and/or brotherhood/sisterhood. We are the students that have decided to come
to college and better ourselves
through these endeavors and
make life-long friends. We are
the students that have decided to
give up much free time and weekends to dedicate ourselves to
much bigger and better things
that you would not understand.
We are the students that have
realized that high school is over
and decided to let it go to make
and meet new friends while at college. We are the students who

donated these thousands of
hours and dollars to philanthropic work. There are 12 fraternities and eight sororities
who do the same each year.
How many other non-Greek
organizations, let alone nonGreek students claim to put
this much back into the community?
We are not all rich kids.
We come from single-parent homes, we are adopted,
we cant afford a car and
we pay our own way
through school. We are groups
of students brought together
because of something we have

uphold ourselves to high standards and qualities that you do
not see because you, as you put it,
are "too narrow minded"!
In closing, I guess it is time
to get back to the "real world
that we live in — die "real
world" where we would
hope that all people and
students would not be
persecuted against
John Jacob Dixon
IFC President
Alpha Delta ahim
pae feels stereotypes are wrong
This letter is in
response to the Feb.
14th article, "Student
believes frats and
sororities not living
up to potential".
As I sat down to
read The Progress as
I do every Thursday,
once again I found an
article that did nothing
but bash Greeks.
Needless to say I
wasn't surprised to see
this article because
Greeks receive criticism
each and every day. The
stereotype that Greeks
are "snotty, disrespectful,
rich, egotistical preppies" is
just that, a stereotype. This
is the same stereotype that
non-Greeks are "not good
enough, geeks, or dweebs." If
you were to look at every Greek
chapter you would see that tile
variety of people far outweighs
tile "snotty, rich preppies."
Greek organizations were
formed in the 1800s and early
1900s for the betterment of a students life, dedication to philanthropic work, high standards and
honor to your brothers/sisters. It
is ridiculous to think that college
students in groups of 40-70 people
will sit quietly in their dorm
rooms, studying their life away,
eating cookies and milk trying not
to disrupt their neighbors. If
Greek people are such a problem
in dorm rooms, why don't we
have sorority and fraternity houses?
One can only tolerate the criticism we receive for so long. If you
want to see what we really do, you
shoukTve attended the Greek
Awards Ceremony on Feb. 10, go
cook dinner and clean at the

You ask us to join tile real
world, I ask you to do the same.
We set before ourselves lofty
goals and high standards. We
strive to attain these ideals. Ideals
are what they are; if Christians,
Muslims and other sects attained
the ideals their religion set before
diem we would live in a better
world.
The ideals for which we strive
are not always met fully. They.
may never be. Maybe this is
because of their high purpose and
design. What are your ideals,
beliefs, values and goals? Why
don't you write them down for the
world to see, and we will evaluate

Greeks write back
Several Greek students wrote in response to the Feb. 14 My Turn
"Student believes frats and sororities not living up to potential."

in common, bonded
together by friendship and
rituaL
So before anyone
makes any more generalizations, maybe you need
to open your eyes to see
how we really lead our
lives, if s not all parties and
banging on doors at 3 a.m.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Wethington
Alpha Delta Pi Alumnae
Ronald McDonald House for children and their families with cancer, work with terminally ill children every summer at the Hole in
tile Wall Gang Camp, raise money
for diabetes research or volunteer
your time as a tutor for special
needs children.
At our Greek Awards
Ceremony you would've seen
chapters like Kappa Delta who
won the Distinguished Service
Award, the highest honor on
Eastern's campus. Kappa Delta
won this award because of the
thousands of hours of community
service, thousands of dollars
donated to their philanthropy,
their increase in GPA over the
st year and all around excelThis is just one chapter who

Sigma Chi outraged by and
Greek column
It is easy to pick on those who
choose to display their ideals
before the world. If it were not so
then Muslims and Christians
would not be ridiculed for their
beliefs and consequently, their
actions would not be viewed as
contradictory. Like Cecil Smith, I
also often hear people complain
with false accusations, mistaken
assumptions and unfair generalizations about Greek organizations; seldom, however, do I ever
grace these uncalled for comments with a response. The truth
is they are not deserving of one.
Perhaps, I choose to respond now
because my fraternity has been
cited due to die standard we set
before ourselves.

how well you do in attaining
them.
You make generalizations for
so many based on so few; if you
need reminding Mr.Smith, this is
a form of prejudice. If I make
judgements upon an entire race
or creed because of a singular
group I may be forced to dislike
all Muslims because of the Sept.
L
11 attacks.
I, unlike yourself, refuse to let
others determine how I make up
my mind. Do you act or react Mr.
Smith? Why do you insist upon
letting others decide how you will
view one group of people? I would
hate to go through life letting others make my judgements for me
and causing me to hate so many.
You claim our utter hypocrisy
is what bothers you most — you
ask us to honor the standards set
for ourselves. Over tile last
decade my chapter has been top
one or two in grades. This year
we have surpassed the all-male
average for tile entire university
— you are part of this all-male
average Mr.Smith, and we have
surpassed you.
Every year we work hard to
donate thousands of dollars to tile
American Cancer Society,
Children's Miracle Network and
other national philanthropies. We
all take valuable time out of our

day each semester to drive warm
meals to those less fortunate than
ourselves through the BSlTs
Meals on Wheels program. We
ring bells in the cold and collect
can goods and clothing for the
homeless. We work with Habitat
for Humanity and Adopt-aHighway to help make the
Richmond community a better
place to five.
We have members and officers
in SGA. Sigma Tau Delta, Student
Judiciary Committee,
Centerboard, Gamma Beta Phi,
Honors program. Order of
Omega, the deans and presidents
list advisory boards and university committees. We shine in our
classes and majors and represent
the top of our class. We consistently are honored by our university and our national headquarters
for our hard work, dedication and
excellence.
What do you do? You claim a
few "intolerable" actions outweigh
our good intentions. Imagine all
the good that we do for our community, state and nation; imagine
all those less fortunate — children, elderly and homeless that
benefit from our organization.
Imagine all those who do not
meet our ideals but whose fives
are bettered and placed on the
right track because of our standards. Imagine these tilings and
you are not even close to understanding what the Greek community does for this university, this
community and this nation.
Multiply the examples I have
given above by the 22 Greek organizations on this campus and
attempt with your prejudiced
mind, to imagine all the good we
do. What are your values, ideals
and standards? What good have
you done for the community since
you've been here?
We are ridiculed because we
seldom advertise our good deeds
and our philanthropies, because
to us what we are doing is more
important than whether you know
about it or whether you approve.
We act you react I challenge you
to five up to for one day what I will
five up to for the rest of my life
proudly. We are all too often misjudged because people like yourself do not comprehend that on
the journey to achieving excellence everyone makes mistakes.
Steven Wilson
Sigma Chi

Partying a problem on Oak and High Streets
Thank you for printing the article on student partying habits "offcampus." I did find some things
your article left unaddressed.
As a faculty member and a person who lives in the areas near
the "party zones" you noted, (e.g.,
High Street and Oak Street), I
know first-hand how much partying goes on there. I also know the
costs associated with those parties. Namely, two specific problems that affect my dairy life.
These problems are the increasing occurrence of both speeding
vehicles and damage to property
caused by drunk drivers.
In reference to my first concern, it has become commonplace
for vehicles to drive on Oak Street
(toward High Street) well in
excess of the posted speed limit
My repeated requests via telephone, mail and personal visits to
city officials have not resulted in a
notable increase in the police
patrols on Oak Street So, drivers,
at least some of which are going
to the apartments on High Street
continue to drive too fast on Oak
These speeders also show little
regard for the stop sign at the
intersection of Oak and High
Streets.

My second concern is about
the occurrences of drunk drivers.
I know that labeling a person as a
"drunk driver" is defined in legal
terms. I use it here because that's
what legal term was used by the
police when the offenders were
caught Between September 2001
and December 2001. drunk drivers ran into and totaled five
parked cars belonging to residents. One of the drunk drivers
was leaving what was described
as a "drunk party" in the area
when he decided to "lay rubber".
He crashed into and totaled both
of my family's cars. One had just
been purchased. His punishment
was a $500 dollar fine.
To be fair, about that fifth car
that was totaled; I did not bear
whether this was a drunk driver
or just a cowardly hit-and-run.
But since the soon to be totaled
car was parked and tile offending
driver was reportedly later found
in an apartment in the High Street
area, I am willing to allow for the
possibility that he was drunk
The Progress reported that the
chief of police (and other city officials) feels that Richmond, and in
particular die High Street area,
does not have a significant prob-

lem with parties. I suppose that
he has forgotten my conversations with him and my requests
for additional patrols, a lighted
sign reporting a vehicle's speed
and any suggestions to help us
feel secure. So far, I have not
seen any changes. I must admit
however, that when I call the
police to report a crime, they have
always responded immediately.
Most of the officers responding to
my calls have been polite and professional. But my problems with
the speeders and drunks continue.
I know that not all Eastern students drink, even less of them
drink and drive vehicles while
drunk I know that I may never be
able to fix what I see as a problem. I did however want to provide you with these additions to
the information you presented.
The partying that goes on is a
perennial event in college life. I
just wish that the risks associated
with that did not include innocent
residents.
Sandy Hunter
Assistant Professor

f \ Catering

EKU Faculty & Staff!
Make Any Function an Event!

@) Departmental Meetings

Student disagrees with letter about pedestrian behavior
I am writing this letter in
response to last week's letter to
the editor by Dr. Dailey. I must
say that I disagree with Dr.
Dailey's opinion that if people
only looked both ways before
they crossed the street then drivers and walkers wouldn't have
any problems.
I understand and empathize
with the fact that he feels that students don't look before they cross
the road (which can be harmful to
the person crossing the road and
to drivers around them); but he
shouldn't say that if people looked
both ways before crossing the

street that tile city wouldn't need
crosswalks.
I feel that without crosswalks
drivers wouldn't have to show any
consideration or respect for
pedestrians that need to cross the
road. Drivers wouldn't have to
have any obligation towards the
person who was walking, they
could just drive on without ever
letting the person cross the road.
And as for people crossing at
intersections, the intersections
have traffic moving through them
at all times with cars going
straight at a light or turning at the
light so they arent always safe

for pedestrians to walk through
either.
Basically all I am trying to say
is that if the pedestrians will try to
pay more attention to the people
that are driving, then will the drivers do the same for the pedestrians crossing the street? I am sure
that pedestrians don't want to get
hurt and they don't want the drivers to get hurt either. They all
just want to get to where they
need to go without many hassles.
Sincerely,
Danielle Underbill

up by John Wade, chair of the
economics department. He
worked with the program between
Hogeschool and Western Carolina
University for nearly 10 years.
The agreement was made after
Eastern officials, led by Robert
Rogow, dean of the College of
Business and Technology, visited
Hogeschool campuses in Breda
and den Bosch last November.
Another international agreement
between Eastern and the
University of Pecs was made possible by Norb Elbert, chair of the
management marketing and
administrative communication

department. Elbert first visited
Pecs in 1991 as a Fulbright scholar.
Last summer. Professor Jozef
Poor, from Pecs, taught a graduate
business course at Eastern. EInert
said the university would like to
bring him back this summer.
William Davig, a professor in
the Department of Management,
will visit Pecs for two months this
fall.
For more information about
studying in the Netherlands, students should contact Neil Wright,
director of international education,
at 622-1478.

@) Breakfast/Coffee Setup
8) Conferences
e) Weddings

Clarification
Two international exchange
agreements through Eastern will
allow more students and faculty
the opportunity to study abroad in
upcoming semesters.
The agreements, one with the
University of Pecs in Hungary and
another with The Hogeschool
Bradent in the Netherlands, will
open doors for students to better
understand global business and
economics.
The Progress reported on Jan.
31 that three Eastern students
already are taking part in the
study abroad program in the
. Netherlands. Thf program was set

Office Delivery from Dining Service Locations Available

Call 622-2512 or Stop by Today at Powell 10
to Book Your Departments Function!
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Money matters

SQk: Some parts of SGA won't change

If Student Government
Association President
Nkfc Bertram'* proposal
to conec*Je*» tie SGA,
wtA, Rret weekend
CommMee end
Cerftsrboard passes, ft
couto have major effects
on the finances of each
group.
Curreniy. the SGA gets
$28,000 to operate on.
Under Bertram's plan,
that amount would
decrease to $23,000
The First Weekend
CommMee gets
$110,000 now, and
Centerboard gets
$85,000. Bertram's propose! wouW combine
parts of those funds for a
totaJ of $185,000.
The reektence hei part of
student government
would not change — I
would am get a dofter
amount based on enroft-

From Page A3

continue to work the i

members, the Senate win also be without several
of its current committees, including community
service, minority affairs, ethics and public relations. Bertram said those duties would be taken on
by the student body president or by other committees.

The money
With these changes, the SGA wiU increase its
budget by taking in the money from Centerboard
and RHA The SGA operational budget will hold
$23,000. The student activities account will hold
$185,000.
The residence life council account's amount win
fluctuate; funding is based on a dollar amount per
student enrolled.
In addition, the amount of funding the SGA
gives to student organizations will decrease by
$10,000. The new total will be $50,000. The money
will be used to help fund a clerical/administrative
staff position — a person that will work for 10
months each year in the student government office
and take care of day-to-day operations.

The remaining money from
each orgarizaaon's budget would go toward
fundng a dericaVadminasrasve staff position at
the cost of $25,000 per

The Student Activities Council
Similar to the Senate, the Student Activities
Council will be chaired by the vice president for
student activities. Leadership on the council will
come from a vice chair, elected by the SAC membership, and committee chairs, appointed by the
student activities vice president Centerboard and
First Weekend will determine which committees
the SAC wifl have.
Members of the Council itself will be two representatives from each student organization category; for example, social fraternities as a whole will
elect two representatives to serve on the council.

$

8 Hair cuts
EKl

\\c!

Mon. - Fri. 8 am. - 8 p.m. Sat 8 am - 3 pjn.
Thrre barbera to ttrvt you!

0
0

Big Hill Barber Shop
447 Big Hill Ave.(across torn Bsnk Or*)

6234020

M

The process
The Senate only heard the first reading of the
proposal Tuesday night. Because any of the
changes would require amending the SGA's constiThe Residence Life Council
tution, the Senate wont be able to debate or take a
The vice president for residence life will chair final vote on the issue until next week.
this committee and will appoint a national commuIn the meantime, the proposal will go to the
nications chair and chairs of the RLC's commit- other organizations involved. Centerboard was
tee's, which will be determine by the RHA. The slated to hear the proposal Wednesday night the
council will be made of one non-staff resident from Council on Student Affairs today, and First
each residence hall and one resident assistant Weekend and RHA on Monday.
from each housing staff ares.
With their endorsements, Bertram plans to estabThe RLC membership will elect s vice presi- lish an ad hoc committee, made up of leaders from
dent
every organization, to draft one constitution for the
entire SGA and bylaws for each of the branches.
What won't change
The final revisions will be presented to the
Two elements of the Student Government Board of Regents at a special called meeting near
won't change. Councils for the extended campuses the end of March, Bertram hopes. Changes must
will remain the same, only they win report directly be implemented before the Student Government
to the Executive Vice President instead of to the elections April 10 and by the time the new officers
Student Body President The Student Court will assume their official duties April 30.
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War, parking and enrollment:
Common themes of stories
BVGMVMU

r

by student inquiry about where bookstore profits
were going, three reporters examined the matter by
Every rock that it turned over yield* a story revealing information that was not attributed to
To many journalists, this is a theme to live sources. The reporters revealed how much the
by. Here at The Progress, writers and edi- bookstore spent on books, and how much they were
tors sometimes scramble on a Wednesday seDang them for.
The 70s brought many bookstore stories, includafternoon or Thursday morning to find stories to put on their budgets. Sometimes ifs because ing one about the first bookatoie owned by Wallace
the selection is dwindling and other times it is Wdkenson (located off-campus).
The Eastern Progress hit the bookstore issue
because there is such an abundance of good material it is hard to choose what will print the following hard in the late 1990s, keeping uptodate on student
complaints and legal issue ■ with the Wallace bookweek.
However, through the decades there have been store with in-depth and investigative reporting.
four common themes for stories in The Progress. Today, we continue to report at each semesters
beginning and end on how the two bookstores in the
War, enrollment, parking and
area compete for stubookstore stories are all sure to
dent doiarspop up sometime during each year
Could you imagine a
ot publication.
1
Parking garage survey
time when there were
Each story has timeliness,
more parking spaces
proximity, newsworthiness. and
turns up little support
than cars 00 campus? In
novelty aspects ... criteria that stoSeptember of 1975, The
ries must meet before they are
Progress reported that
jSUWHf—USB
published. Though the four
i- .^i .IT IXii
was the case on campus
themes have remained consistent
Though cars still circled
through the years, the amount of
parking lots, it was a
coverage and ways the stories
matter of not finding a
were written change with the
J0L.S i
convenient spot rather
times.
than finding a spot at all.
With a current enrollment of
One parking lot that
nearly 14 thousand students, one
The Progress has conwould think of only 800 incoming
tinuously reported on is
students as a not-so-large number.
the
troublesome
In 1925, it was reported that a- ■-**-- •»- —
Lancaster lot. At one
Eastern was leading the state in
time, the lot was closed
enrollment numbers, with 1,200 *Cl
because congestion on
enrolled students — making
Lancaster Avenue was
Eastern the largest of the Normal
so great The Progress
Schools.
At the time. Eastern trailed the University of suggested people get a map from campus security to
Kentucky in enrollment numbers. Enrollment con- find additional parking lots. Today, intensive graphtinued to increase throughout the years, with small ics and maps would run on the front page alongside
stories reporting on the number of students taking the story thanks to new technology that allows jourcourses. Today, enrollment stories concentrate on nalists to create a picture for readers to better underthe amount of students attending class and what the stand the story.
Along with parking comes the amount of pedestriuniversity is doing to increase the enrollment numans hit in crosswalks. Though the worst place for a
bers as well as to retain the students who are here.
In 1959, the campus got its first taste of investiga- pedestrian in the 70s was Kit Carson Drive, the
tive reporting on the Eastern Bookstore. Prompted Lancaster crosswalk also claimed a victim. The stories were reports of when the person was hit and

ssrTiwra

3

what happi 111 d.

Today.
The
Progress has examined the university
crosswalks, mainly
Lancaster, in-depth
and written many
pieces concerning
what the university is
doing and will do to
ensure the safety of
al students.
This past semester on September 11,
writers for The
Eastern Progress
and several journalism students learned
what it truly means to be a reporter. The
terrorist attacks left us all scrambling for
pen and paper — recording actions and
reactions of campus leaders, students
and the community. We held several
meetings, assigned stories to upper level
journalism students and produced an
a ma ring number of fa*M-~ stories for
the Sept 13 issue.
We worked on deadline to cover each
angle of the War on Terrorism. Staying
up all night reminded us of the horror
stories we beard when the staff of 1991
stayed all night producing up to the
minute accounts of the Gulf War. Now,
we too had a common bond with the staff
who changed its entire front page layout
because of breaking news.
War has always been a touchy subject
to write about It seems easy enough to
write the facts and produce a story.
However as a community newspaper we
are forced to discover all angles of war...
we have to report on our student soldiers who might
leave, on the foreign students studying at our university and on reactions and actions taken by our students.
Over the years, war stories have been placed in
many forms and fashions. The story of the attack on
Pearl Harbor in 1941 was small and in the middle of
the page, compared to huge stories about the 9-11

WWm-*-
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attacks and the stories of the Gulf War. Also appearing in 1942 was the letter from a former Eastern
ROTC student who found himself in Alaska training
for the war. He asked for letters... we couldn't find a
story on if be got those letters or not
Over the years. The Progress has been able to
give file fullest reports of the time about whatever
Eastern students want to hear about As long as

Ripped from the headlines: Events that changed Eastern
"Kustra will resign in
'02"

by Jamie Vinson and Dena
Tackett, editors
Printed February 15,2001
The surprising resignation of
President Robert Kustra came on
June 30, 2002 when he didn't seek
a contract renewal. Kustra said
since there were so many new people elected to the Board of
Regents, they deserved a chance
to vote for a new president
The resignation came as a shock
to the university since Kustra had
dispelled rumors in early 2001 that
he was leaving the university.
The campus had mixed emoj
tions about his resignation. In
April 2001, The Progress reported that Kustra may leave before his
scheduled time in June 2002. The controversy went on, but Kustra still
claimed his reason for leaving the university was because he felt the
new board deserved to vote for a new president

"Police continue search for killer
in Combs' case"

by Mark Campbell, Managing editor
Printed July 7.1983
The chairman of the university's board of regents, Charles Combs
and his wife, a Madison County school teacher, were killed in their
home on July 3. The murder was investigated by the Kentucky State
Police who conducted a state-wide search for Roy Settles. Combs and
his wife were shot to death following a dispute between Settles and
Combs about sharing of profits of a farm crop the night before they
were killed.

"Negotiations Bring Cease Fire"

by John Davidson, and Robert Babbage. Editor
Printed February 1,1973
The end of die Vietnam war was announced by The Progress on the
front page in two stories. The first was about the end of the war and the
signing of the agreement to cease fire. Following the «igning of the
document the military leaders traded lists of prisoners of war. The
story said that the soldiers still remaining in Vietnam would be sent
home within 60 days of the cease-fire.
The second story was about the continual fire, even after die cease
fire was agreed upon. In this story,
war experts were interviewed
about the effects of the cease fire
and the ongoing war in Southeast
Asia.

"Coalition forces launch

offensive
on Iraqi targets''

by Mike Royer, Tom Marshall and
Joe Castle
Printed January 17,1991
•The Progress stopped the
presses on January 16 to update
the front page. The staff was in the
office almost all night to report on
the recent declaration of war.
Since the paper is sent to die press
at 5 p.m. and the war did not start
until 7 p.m. the editor took a chance and started writing the story that
would let the campus know the U.S. was at war.
The article included a map of the Middle East as well as up-to-date
information. Most of the information in the story was obtained from
credible news sources such as CNN. The story brought in focal ties,
expert opinion and political views relevant to the campus community.

A week in the life of The Progress staff
Editor Jennifer Rogers' computSeems like those of us
er is broken.
that work at The
3:45 p.m.— Rogers is
Progress are always
quick to explain that
getting questions
technically,
about our Job.
the
staff is
What's a week at
only
the only newspasupper on campus
posed to
like? For our
get pizza
80th anniverwhen they
make the 6
sary, we decidp.m.
ed to give you
Wednesday
a look into
deadline. This
how the
week, the staff
modem
only got "symProgress staff
pathy" pizza. A
massive planning
Faculty
operates.
—sslon Is held to
Adviser Ubby
figure out what's
Fraas talks to the
going In the special
Fa*. 14
3:30 p.m.— Pizza staff at its Thursday 80th anniversary
afternoon meeting. section.
is delivered and
our weekly staff
meeting begins,
once news editor Gina Vaile
and snorts editor Corey Hall
are told to turn down the
NASCAR race they're watching
on TV. Thay adamantly defend
their favorite sport amongst
much staff derision. The
budget,
our weekly list of
stories,
,s
r
v- Incom-

plete.

because

4:25 p.m.— The
highlight of the
meeting was when Cecil Smith,
Arts&Stuff editor, begins to
read his budget "I'm so excited about this week, I could
piss a five-gallon bucket!"
Smith announces. The meeting
ends, and the office Is empty
by 6 p.m. It's Valentine's Day.
after ad.

Friday, Fas. IB
Noon — Old school editor
Jessica Griffin, Who's That editor Katie Weitkamp, Rogers,
and Managing Editor Sarah
Heaney take a field trip down
to the archives to sift through
old Progresses to find material

for the special anniversary sections.
4:45 p.m. — Needless to say.
after three hours of flipping
through yellowed newspapers
and old microfilm, everyone
has a headache and is hungry.
They've had to ask archives
workers to fix the printer on
the microfilm machine four different times. They split up and
plan to take the next day off.
5 p.m. — Back In the office,
Vaile Is making lots of phone
calls because the office wont
be open and sources won't be
around on Monday, which is
President's Day.
Fab. 17
Noon — The Progress staff
doesn't usually meet on
Sundays, but the staff has a
lot of extra work to do this
week. Adviser Libby Fraas.
Rogers, Heaney.
Griffin and
Weitkamp
show up for a
planning session.
2 p.m. —
The
anniversary section Is
mapped out on
marker
boards all over the office.
Weitkamp is working on a list
of top ten news stones, so she
starts looking through the
archives In the office. Others
begin experimenting on

editor Sarah lloaney
hands out budgets to
the staff so they'll knew
what's on this week's
slabs.
Photoshop and other da sign
programs to figure out how the
poster spread is going to work.
, Fab. 18
Noon — Holiday? What holiday? We're hi the office
already. Griffin has a bout of
her usual Monday morning
problem: extreme procrastination. She's checking her email,
then eating, and then,
eventually, doing
some work
4:30 p.m. — Rogers
and Doc shares
moment of hilarity when
they get the word that
"•' Kroger's can't reproduce
The Progress namepiats
on a cake for the reunion
party on Saturday. The reason? It's copyrighted. They tax
Kroger's Louisville headquarters to the store permission for
their own logo to be used on
their own cake. Oh, the bakery
bureaucracy!

"Eastern Becomes Member of Southern
Association''

Printed December 7,1928
The first extra edition announced that Eastern joined the
Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools of Southern States. The
admission into this association meant that a degree from Eastern was
held at the same level as a degree from all others in the association,
including Duke University. Eastern was one of the first trhing colleges to be accepted into the association.
The extra edition of die paper was the first in the history of The
Progress. It was later discussed in an article appearing in the
December 21,1928 edition, stating that die appearance of the extra edition was a step in the development of Eastern, in accordance with the
policy of the staff and paper to give Progress readers the best up-todate news possible.

"Sorrowful Happenings
Began
Friday Afternoon"

Printed November 27,1963
After the assassination of
President Kennedy, the Progress
put out a four page special John
Fitzgerald Kennedy Memorial
Issue. The issue was put out on a
Wednesday and was four pages
long. On the front of the issue was
a news story about the assassin aboo, campus reactions and a story
about a memorial service held on
campus. Inside the issue were stories recapping the president's life
as well as several editorials and a
pictorial history.

Compiled by Katie
Weitkamp
p.m. — News editor Vaile
the fire alarm goes off.
finally shows up! She's been
Everyone has to go outside
doing a lot of work from her
and stand in the cold for a half
room because she gets too
an hour. Vaile, Intent In her
distracted In the office.
work, says she's staying In
Imagine that, getting distractuntil the firefighters take her
ed by the various radios, TV,
away.
and other staffers at the office! 6:30 p.m. — Rogers returns
Vaile ends up having to write
from the Student Government
news briefs and police beat
Association meeting to find a
because her assistant hasn't
newsroom full of peocome back from Ohio.
ple. VaHe and Heaney
10:30 p.m. — Rogers
pick up the food from
has already left to
Subway and return to
do homethe office to find that
work,
ad designer Thn
Heaney Is
Roberts sandwich
headed out
is missing. She
the door
quickly calls
and photo
Subway and
editor Ste^e
asks them to
Richardson,
deliver ttte
graphics editor
missing sandEun-Young You
Edhorwich.
and Vaile are still
8:30 p.m. —
working away.
h
8 nd
Rogers maoa out I^
J!
three ™
hone

„,„, fcJ«Z» an*h

P

og^ tmmit
Fab. IS plans for the BOO)
10 a.m. —»A few afwrversary poster page. Roberts sandstaffers show up The finished product can wich arrives.
to get an early
be seen on M and 7.
But he's afraid
start on their work.
to eat ft, since
Accent editor
VaHe yelled at
Ronlca Brandenburg is here
the Subway people during the
early with a friend of hers, who
third or fourth phone call to the
has a tattoo on her back.
restaurant
Brandenburg wants to get a
1:30 a.m. — Griffin. Vails.
photo of her back to use as
Heaney, Rogers, Richardson,
main art on her tattooing page.
and Hall are still worklrg.
So she's in the B-room secmostly on the 80th anniversary
tion, telling photographer Kevin
section. It's still eariy.
Martin what kind of shot she
5 a.m. — Rogers, Heaney,
needs. Brandenburg notes her
Griffin, Hall, and Richardson
mend is going to have to take
are still in the office, laying out
her shirt off to get her full
pages and putting finishing
back.
touches on their pages. They'll
5 p.m. — Subway food orders
only get a few hours of sleep
are being taken when suddenly before classes tomorrow.
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Location, location, location...

The many moves of The Progress over the years
actually roamed the campus at
will and slept wherever he
What s on Tap ed*or
pleased.'Wolfe said.
Doug Whitlock. a former ediThe offices of The Eastern tor during the 1964-1965. said
Progress have never com- Coates underwent renovation in
pared to those of The New 1964 and The Progress moved for
York Times. They have been in a short time to the ground floor
basements, a football stadium, of the old Hanger Stadium locatclassrooms and other places we ed across the south end of where
doot even know about
the Powell Building. Wallace
No matter where they have Building and Meditation Chapel
done their work. Progress staffers are today. Whitlock is now
have always done their job.
Eastern's vice
Without fail the
president of
paper lands in
administrative
newsstands
_^______
affairs.
around campus
Whitlock was
every Thursday
not impressed
morning.
with the condiThe
first
tions of the staissue of the
dium office. He
paper was creatsaid the lighting
ed by Progress
fixtures in the
staffers commustadium were
nicating with
bare
bulbs
adviser G. Lee
hanging from
McCIain in his
drop wires that
southeast corner
hung from the
office of the
1 comer room
ceiling.
C a m m a c k
facing Lancaster
The Progress
in basement
Building.
Avenue, early
offices are not
The Progress
1960a
the only places
moved into the
Whittock
staffers have
basement of the
worked. Until
Keen Johnson
technology
Building in the
improvements
1940s, where
brought desktop
staffers could
publishing to The Progress office, through the open windows." he
procrastinate in a student recre- layout was completed at off-cam- said.
According to Whitlock. The
ational room equipped with pool pus sites.
Progress
then moved to the base
and ping-pong tables, and a jukeThe Progress was printed at
box next to the office, said Don the old Second St. Richmond ment of the Roark building whose
Feltner. adviser from 1960 to Register facility for most of its windows look out into the tunnel
between the Roark and Memorial
1967.
early years.
buildings.
The Progress, once a part of
Whitlock recalls many long Science
The Progress emerged from
the department of English, was Thursday nights at The Register
later moved to the Roark in the 1960s getting the paper the Roark basement and carried
its belongings into a fourth floor
Building.
for print The Progress was office
of the newly built Jones
Ron Wolfe, editor during the ready
on Fridays at the time.
in 1969.
1962-1963 academic year, said distributed
"We took a lot of masochistic Building
Whitlock believed the Jones
The Progress then claimed a cor- pride in working those long
ner room of the Coates Thursday nights when other stu- office was the first nice home for
Administration Building where dents were engaged in revelry. the Progress.
staffers frequently had an unlikely This was especially true on
Ron Wolfe advised the
Progress during many of its years
visitor.
warmer
nights
when
we
could
the Jones Building. Becoming
The campus mascot, a dog
the music from Speck's, in
dissatisfied
with printing prices at
named Mozart, would wander into hear
The Progress office for a nap. He where the Family Dog is today. the Richmond Register, he decidBY QMBB VII mow

According to our sources.
The Progress has been
all over campus in its 80 years.
In some-cases,
the dates and exact places
are unknown. Here's a look
at some of the places that
have housed the offices of the
student staff.

'here We Were

U

We took a lot of
masochistic pride
in working those
long Thursday
nights when
other students
were engaged in
revelry.

I

LANCASTER AVENUE
Eun- Young You/Progress

ed to try some alternatives. He
and the students traveled to
plants in Shelbyville and
Cynthiana each week.
"That was a real pain ... we
had to go there to lay out the
pages. When we went to
Shelbyville, we would get back
about 2 to 3 a.m. every Thursday
morning," he said.
After trying these alternatives,
printing returned to the
Richmond Register.
The office enjoyed a long
tenure in the Jones Building
before moving to the Wallace
Building in 1981.
"We had one of those big interior rooms. It was really pretty
dark and cramped," Marilyn
Bailey, adviser to The Progress

from 1981 to 1987. said.
Bailey was unhappy with the
service and reproduction the
Richmond Register was providing. Printing moved to The
Lexington Herald-Leader her second year as adviser.
Bailey and her crew then gathered their belongings and moved
in 1983 to Room 117 in Donovan
Annex.
Here, The Progress remains.
Libby Fraas became adviser in
1987. Bailey's office, once hist a
partition of Room 118, was
enclosed by pieces of drywaD that
did not even touch the ceiling.
Staffers desperate to work on an
unfinished story would sometimes jump the walls of her
unlocked office to enter the

locked doors of The Progress.
Fraas eventually received a new
office in Room 117.
The paper is now delivered
electronically to the Lexington
Herald-Leader
from
The
Progress.
The Progress has finally found
a permanent home ... or has it?
With the College of Education
slated to take over the Donovan
Annex sometime in the future, the
location of The Progress might be
changed yet again.
No one knows where The
Progress will move next, but no
matter where if s located, who the
adviser is or who is on the staff.
The Eastern Progress will continue week after week to deliver die
news to students.

Technologically speaking, the times they are a changin'
In 1987, the Eastern Progress
was produced in a paste-up format. This involved typing each
News writers
story separately and printing it
on photographic paper.
When Libby Fraas. adviser out"Our
paper was professional
of The Eastern Progress, looking, but we had to deliver the
first arrived in 1987, her paper in a product that they could
Wednesdays began with turning take a picture of, just like they did
on the waxer. Then she would their own paper," Fraas said.
prepare for a day of cutting and That's why everything was laidpasting, waxing and rolling down out on photographic paper."
the paper.
Fraas began advising in 1987
Such terms are foreign now to with one month's notice. She
the new journalism student. recounts her funniest experience
There's QuarkXPress, laser print- with the photo developing
ers and PDF Files that allow the process.
pages to be electronically sent to
"No one told me I was supthe printer.
posed to change the chemicals,"
"The students who work for
said. "Our paper got progresthe newspaper now are much she
lighter and lighter and finalmore technologically aware," sively
thank God, someone from the
Fraas said. "I think that technolo- ly,
called and said
gy has freed the students of Herald-Leader
you might want to change
things they don't have to worry 'Libby,
those chemicals'."
about"
goal upon arrival was to
Progress staffers of earlier gen- getHer
The
Eastern Progress out of
erations did not have such luxu- the chemical
world.
ries.
first Macintosh entered
Former adviser Ron Wolfe theThe
newsroom in 1987. It was
arrived in 1971 to IBM typewrit- mainly
used for advertising
ers that produced type in design. Fraas
considers the Mac
columns.
be the most important techno"We eventually moved to a to
logical development in journalism
photo process," he said. "With the to
date.
photo processing, we had to wait
second would have to be
for the gallery proofs to dry theThe
to the Internet The Eastern
before we could run them Progress
first went online in 1996
through he waxer. It was often on the university's
server. In
messy."
The Progress went to a
Marilyn Bailey, who was the 2001,
Web site where stoadviser from 1981-1987. had to commercial
ries,
art,
graphics
and photos are
first type stories out and then they posted.
were set into type by the printer.
"Our content is not just for our
She says it was a very time con- students,"
Fraas said. "Other stusuming process.
dents,
alumni
anyone else in
"When we moved into the the community or
who
interested
Donovan Building we purchased in campus events canisaccess
a major typesetting system which has more of a permanence." it It
was state of the art for the time,"
Artifacts such as X-acto knives,
she said.
which
were used to precisely trim
This allowed us to do our own
and the "waxer", used to
typesetting and paste-up and then copy,
the final copy of the
we simply delivered flats to the laminate
paper, made for a potentially danprinter."
BY ROMCA BMNDCNBUKQ
AMO Cowtv rUu.

How did the rest of
the week turn out?
Read about putting
finishing touches on
the special section...
...Tim Roberts' sandwich is
missing. She quickly calls
Subway and asks them to
deliver the missing sandwich.
8:30 p.m. — Two hours and
three phone calls later.
Robert's sandwich arrives. But
he's afraid to eat it. since
Vaile yelled at the Subway people during the third or fourth
phone call to the restaurant.

Wednesday, Fab. 20
1:30 a.m. — Griffin, Vaile,
Heaney, Rogers, Rich,
and Hall are stM
working
mostly on
the 80th
anniversary
section. It's
still early.
5 a.m. —
Rogers,
Heaney. Griffin,
Hall, and
Richardson are
still In the office,
laying out pages
and putting finishing touches on
their page*.

The waxer was used to put hot wax
on the back of print outs, before
pages started to be transferred and
printed electronically

36 mm cameras are stM used at
The Progress, along with digital
cameras. Rim negatives are also
scanned in digitally now.

Proorsss FHs Photo
1 Barr, 1983-84 Progress editor, and Andrea Crtder pasted up the paper with scissors, wax and rulers. This
form of publishing is no loger used. Barr is now the editor and publisher of the Pioneer News in Sheperdsville.

gerous work environment
"When I walked in here, this
was a dangerous place to work,"
Fraas said. "It's not so bad now."
Technology has also spilled
over into photography. Gone are
the days of using chemicals to
develop photos, rolling film by
hand and spending countless
hours in hie dark room.
In today's Progress photo
office, film is no longer developed
in-house, but is shipped to Picture
Perfect or Wal-Mart for 15 minute
developing.
"You no longer have to spend
time developing your own film
when you can have someone else
do it for you," says current photo
editor Steve Richardson.
"After we get the negatives we

scan them into the computer and
can remove any blemishes or
scratches," Richardson goes on to
say. "It helps to take the guess
work out of developing."
Fraas has seen many different
technologies and photo editors
come and go in her 15 years as
faculty adviser. But one thing that
hasn't changed is the use of a
35mm camera.
Students no longer have to
develop in the dark room, now we
use a digital camera, as well as 35
mm film.
Photographic paper is no
longer purchased, and eventually
die use of film will be ancient history.
Fraas has seen numerous students stroll into her office with

6:30 a.m. — Griffin and
Rogers took a quick
break to go to
Steak n' Shake
and grab cheeseburgers and fries.
They're the only
two left In the
office, and the
•% paper is finally
starting to come

the office, tired but functioning.
3:07 p.m. — All the staff is in
the house. It Is a hectic deadline day, as usual. Everyone Is
tired, cranky and ready to go
home... Perspective pages are
done, with the exception of
one ad that Heaney Is watting
on. Ahh... the joys of trying to
make deadline. The prospect
of the staff making 6 p.m.
deadline at this point seems
impossible.
Don't fear though. History
most likely won't treat us as ft
did the staff of 1973, ***
there will be bundles of this
wonderful Anniversary Issue all
around campus in the morning.

8:30 a.m. —
Rogers gets up
from her desk.
The A-section
is completed, and
she has 30 minutes before
she has to be in class.
10 a.m. — Rogers is back In

waWKKKKaWaWawaWam WKmm

aspirations of taking pictures.
Many of those students went on
to become the photo editor and
have since embarked on very successful careers.
"At The Progress, if you're a
photographer, you're a big fish in
a small pond. We have had a lot of
great photographers that are now
doing great work in their jobs,"
Fraas said.
A few examples Fraas gave
were Mark Cornelison, now at the
Lexington Herald-Leader; Tim
Webb, now the university photographer here at Eastern, and Don
Knight, a photographer at the
Herald-Bulletin in Indiana.
That's just an example that
students from any major can
come and work," Fraas says.

This cutting board still contains a
story from 1998, right before The
Progress went to totally digital
production.

i film spools were used In the
darkroom to wind strips of negatives

Aon left, Cecil Smith, Jessica Griffin, Ronlca Brsndenberg. Nicole
wenzel, Eun-Young You, (Una Vaile, Jennifer Rogers. Sarah Heaney,
Corey Hell and Stave Richardson, pose for a picture late Tuesday.
tVevBBHPPB^MH
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Accent
A bare canvas

How does Coach
Dominguez and
Worthington feel about
the upcoming baseball
and softball
seasons? See page B8.

Rooica Brandenburg, MHf

The Eastern Progress I www.easternprogress.com
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i/hndy art parlors result In piercing experience

Tgripped the aides erf the table I was setting
I oa. I could feel the needle stab through
Xthe first layer of skin, the cartilage and
then another layer of skin. Slowly, one right
after the other. Even though it was over in a
spot second, toe permeating ot each layer left
its own separate stinging.
Brandy Ward, a 26-year-old sophomore
nursing major, is a co-owner and piercing artist
at 'Art Attack,* the newest tattoo/piercing parlor iatowa.
I bad came into the place only to get a couple of quotes having no idea that two hours
later. I would be getting experience nrsthanti.
"Maybe ft would help you write the story if
you got a nirrriag yourself," she said. I knew
she had a good point so I took her advice I
had Brandy pierce the top of my ear. I figured
that was the most practical choke at the time.
After signing a detailed consent form. Brandy
! started off to her office.
fiefs poke a hole." she said.
I Lota of people are getting boles poked and
aku inked these days. la k something in the
water? Is it rebellion? Or is it simply a new
generation trying to find away to distinguish
themselves ass part of that new generation?
To be honest, I have no idea, therefore I
decided to ask around.
"Nowadays, everyone is so sheltered,"
' said Justin "Rnde Boy" Read, a body roodifiafida artist at Bodean's. "People stub their
^■ftd whine about It I think Hi just an
urge People have a certain urge for pain.
P^ORs what results when s weakness
Maves the body."
It makes good sense. But what about tattoos? You can take an earring out for an
eight-hour work shift, but you csnnot
remove a tattoo, You can remove them with
laaera but it Is a costly procedure and
almost always leaves scarring. Perhaps if s
just the thru! of it an.
"We kve in the -Bible Beh.~ said Trevor
Jones, a tattoo aapornoce at Bodean's. If s

a rebellious thing. People get tattoos because
they're cool"
Brandy Ward also says tattoos are related to
rebelioo.

"If mom sees someone walking down the
street covered In piercings, they will look at
their kid and say 'You better never do that,"
Ward sakL The kid may never want to but he
win now that mom said it"
Tattoos and piercings are interesting forms of
expression snd distinction, but it seems as
though everyone has the same stuff. I don't
know how many flowers I've seen on ankles or
»tribal-looking band going halfway around
sssae jock's arm. Come on, people. Get creative.
This picture or hole has the potential to be with
you until the day you die. Make sure you choose
hing that will mean as much to you when
you take your last breath as it did when you
were being told to relax and breathe deep.
"In this town, if a a lot of tribal things," Jones
said. "Kids hke to get Japanese or Chinese characters. Fraternity guys come in and want their
letters tattooed on them and the sorority girts
like typical things such as butterflies and
fatries."
Why go through the pain of getting something tattooed or pierced if the art you choose la
the some as everyone else's? Isn't it partly the
desire to not be typical that drives people to get
tattooed or pierced in the first place?
Piercing and tattoo artists have the important
* job of being responsible for these body altercations. One wrong flinch could potentially numb
or mark the person for life. Even though there is
much at stake, the artists find the art of tattooing
andinterring a satisfying form of expression.
'Tattooing is simply s way of getting paid for
your artwork," Jones said. "I like tattooing
because if s a quick way to get your work out
there."
Ward has a much simpler approach as to why
she enjoys piercing.
'I like the idea of people paying me to hurt
them." she joked.

More than likely, these people did not start
out having childhood dreams of becoming a tattoo or piercing artist. It was more of something that evolved over time.
However, Chris Ward, Brandy's husband, ■
would have to be an acceptation. He preformed bis first tattoo on himself at age 14
by using a safety pin and calligraphy ink.
The tattoo is in the middle of his forearm
and is of a tiny skull which now serve
the centerpiece to a larger piece of wo
that was added years later.
Fourteen year-olds with tattoos]
piercings. Many thought the i
never come, but it has.
days of body art began
any of you reading this 1
I find it amazing |
ancient practice ia stiO j
era today. There
mies found that a^l
years old with ink atiHj
their skin snd be
have been a standi
African tribes for ages.
Some say the Bible i
scripture sgainat
Some believe body
effective and
of expression.
There are thou
world who
unmarked.
However,
those who I
to make
their skin as weU as
ety. And then thert^
some who simply choose*to
poke a hole through it, and
that too. is OK.

/

Jamie Gaddis/Progress
Hsrs, Brandy Ward, piercing artist at Art Attack, shoves a needa in my ear. This decision was made on the spot, therefore I
didn't have much time to prepare. By the time I took a breath and
exhaled, it was over.

Photo illustration by Jamie Gaddis and Kevin Martin. Back model is Eastern student Katie Bradshaw.

Artists commit to each other, success of new business
BY SARAH LYNCH

Contributing writer

ii

Chris Ward was a born artist His interest in
ings of metal through almost any part of a daretattooing began in a religion class at his
doer's body.
Catholic high school. With a safety pin and
Recently the two decided to take their professome artist's ink, Chris adorned his left forearm with
sions to a higher level and open their own tattoo studio. In October 2001, Art Attack opened its doors to
a skull. It was the beginning of a lasting career.
Nine years ago at age 22, he opened his first
those seeking body art. The place is spacious and
tattoo studio. "Tattoos from Hell" was Lexington's
comfortable and very clean. There are hundreds of
—Chris Ward
third health department approved place to get protattoos to choose from and pictures of past clients
Art
Attack
tattoo
artist
fessional body art After this first-time entrepreneur
on the wall displaying their taboo art. The possibilities seem endless and the atmosphere can drive
experience Chris found himself in Richmond working as a tattoo artist at Bodean's. Two years into the
almost anyone to getting a tattoo or piercing (I
job in 1996 a beautiful young girt with long flowing
know from experience).
black hair walked into the studio and into Chris's
Today, Chris, 31, can be found leaning over the
body of an excited client doing what he does best; providing artwork
life.
Her name was Brandy Abner. The 20-year-old came to Chris and identity that will last a lifetime and dreaming about his pyrotechwith an idea for her first tattoo. After drawing it up. Brandy asked nique hobby. At Art Attack, tattoos start at $35 and go up from there.
Chris to make a few changes and the design went on the back of
The studio's other tattoo artist and part owner, Drew Hogue is
keen about portrait tattoos and chums to give huge discounts on cool
Brandy's neck.
The tattoo, and probably the long blonde hair, led Brandy to a designs. The artists will tattoo almost anything...if it's skin, there are
crush on him. The crush led her to a tattoo convention in Lexington possibilities.
where she knew she could find Chris. Finding him at the convention
Brandy, 26, can be found in her piercing booth jamming to gospel
led Brandy to another tattoo and some more designs added to the tat- musk and doing what she does best; providing clients with awesome
conversation pieces. Prices range from $30 to $100. Brandy loves to
too on her neck.
Catching onto the crush, Chris decided to make a move. After pierce but does not like piercing people who take their piercing out
finding himself without her phone number, Chris improvised. He soon after she does it She doesn't have time to waste because she is
knew her last name and where she was from, so he called every working on getting her nursing degree here at Eastern.
In the future, we may find Chris as a part-time pyrotechnician and
Abner in the Manchester phonebook until he scored.
And score he did. After less than a year of dating, Chris and Brandy as a part-time nurse, but according to the couple. Art Attack is
Brandy exchanged vows and matching "flaming penny" tattoos. The a long-term commitment.
Tattoos make you really, really, cool," Chris said.
couple worked side-by-side at Bodean's for five years with Chris providing people with eternal ink and Brandy offering meticulous pierc-

Tattoos make you
really, really cool.

1)

Jam* GaddfcProgratt
Chris Ward, tattoo artist at Art Attack, adds to the rest ot Carl Bray's
many pieces on his back. His interest in tattoos started when he was
14. Also, he is a pyrotechnician. Currently, Ward is in charge of settingorf the fireworks tor The Lexington Legends baseball team.
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Weaver
holds
intramural
tourney
What.* on Tap

WhafsoriTap
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TODAY
University of Evansvete faculty
exchange exhibition displays
through March 1 in Giles
Gallery. Canary hours en:
Tuesday. 3:304 p.m.;
Wednesday. 2-4:30 p.m.;
Thursday, 2-4:15 p.m.; Friday.
11:30 a.m. 2 p.m.; and
Saturday, noon-3 pan. The
tailery is closed Sunday and

Kweme Ronnie Vendorhoiet outreach dree to* and consultant
tor Prepare Our Youth. Inc..
wW present. "Call Me a Ptaya
Hater,-10:10-11 a.m.,
1:25-2:15 pjn. and 3:30-4:30
p.m. in the Hemdon Lounge of
the Powell BuNrJng.

Ml.

Eastern baseball vs. Birmingham
Southern in Birmingham. Ala.

Ogusv,

Eastern baseball vs. Ban State In
Birmingham. Ala.
Eastern woman's basketball vs.
Murray State in Murray. Ky.

■ fMw,
Aaron Thompson will present.
•Resiliency of the African
American Family: Pre & Post
Slavery.- in the Grand
Reading Room of the Cratobe
Library. The event is sponsored by the Office of
Multicultural Student Services.

7:30 p.m.
BiDy Martin, assistant director Eastern men's basketball vs.
of Intramural Programs, said
Murray State in Murray. Ky.
three teams are dear favorites to
win.
8 (am
The A
in i should win the •Increase Your Capacity.
men's, the Lady Bailers should
02/02.' in the Grise Room of
win the women's, and the
the Combs Building.
Contenders should win the corec'hesaid.
Ogue.
The Assassins have an edge IVC performance at M.F.
with Dark* Mattox on their team.
Hooligans.
he said. Mattoz is a former
Eastern men's baaawaaai player.
Teams make it to the tourna- Shane Seals performance at The
ment if they have won at least half
Buddha Belly at 145 N. First
their games.
St
Martin expects 45 to 50 teams
to compete.
lOpjBL
Teams are matched up in the Green Genes performance at
first round of the tournament by
Lynagh'a Music Club at 388
record and point margins of victoWoodland Ava. in Lexington.
ryCover is $3. For more informaPlayoff brackets will be
tion call 859-2558614.
revealed Friday.
The games will begin 6 p.m.,
Feb. 25 in Weaver Gym. They will
continue nightly, Monday
through Thursday, until March 7.
Eastern Softball will compete in
For information about other
the Mercer Classic. Macon,
spring intramural sports, visit
Ga.
vintramurais.eku.edu.

FRIDAY

Polarboy and Wiles End will perform in Alumni Coliseum. The
event is free and open to the
public.
7:30 pjw.
Symphonic band concert in Peart
Buchanan Theater.

• »■.

Trustees of Modern Chemistry
performance at The Buddha
Belly Bar and DeN at 145 N.
First St. Cover will be $3.
Must be 21 to enter. For more
information, call 625-5533.
IOBJM

HoMen Rose performance at M.F.
Hooligans.

SATURDAY
Eastern Softball will compete in
the Mercer Classic in Macon,
Ga.

Eastern baseball vs. Ban State In
Birmingham. Ala.

4-UB.
Eastern women's basketball vs.
TennesseaMartin in Martin,
Term.

• Ma

Eastern man's basketball vs.
Tennessee-Martin in Martin,
Term.

Have a campus event or
activity? Contact Greg
Vititow at 622-1882
or by e-mail at
progress@acs.eku.edu.

^B>W
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3:15 pj*.

Yes. ifs that time of
March Madness. No, wait. Vs not
even March yet But for those students in need of a tournament fix.
Eastern has something in stare.
Monday marks the first day of
a two^reek intramural basketball
tournament in Weaver Gym.
Of the 61 teams that have con>
peted since Jan. 28, only three wifl
become
Three separate single elimination tournaments wi be held for
men. women and co-recreational

► Tap the Tap"

Greg Vrbjtow. editor

Richmond Area Arts Center Jazz
Matotown at St Mark's Pariah
Ha«. Outback Steakhouse wW
provide food. Tickets are $25
apiece. They are limited and
reservations are required. For
more Information caN 6244242.
Trustees of Modem Chemistry
rjerformance at The Buddha
BeHy Bar and Deli at 145 N.
First St Cover is S3. Must be
21 to enter. For more information, call 625-5533.

SUNDAY
tM
Art! Art! Barking Dog Dance
Company rjerformance at the
Weaver Dence Studio. Tickets
can be purchased for $5 in
the Weaver Dance Studio.

2:16 pjn.
Eastern baseball vs. Birmingham
Southern m Birmingham. Ala.
The Richmond Choral Society
and the Lexington Community
Orchestra will present a combined concert In the Recital
HaH of the SingJetary Center
for the Arts at the University
of Kentucky m Lexington.

TUESDAY
• ■MB.
Eastern softball vs. Louisville at
Hood Field.
• Ms,
Members of Pale, Stout and
Amber will discuss the music
brought to Appaiachla by earty
immigrants in the Grand
Reading Room in tile Crabbe
Library. The event is part of
the Appalachian Music Series.

7 gun.
Women's basketball OVC tournament In Mc Braver Arena.

The

aoftoaf team kicks off its 2002 season. Fab. 22-23. at the
m Macon, Ga. Check out the softbal preview on page B8

u

7:30 a.m.
Pale, Stout and Amber performance in Pearl Buchanan
Theatre. This event is part of
trie Appalachian Music Series.

Westminster Fellowship will be
held in Wallace 330. The
event is open to all Christians
on campus.

8 p.m.
Seven Nations will perform at
Lynagh's Music Club at 388
Woodland Ave. in Lexington.
Cover is $8. For more information call 859-2556614.

WEDNESDAY

Arlington Trio concert in Brock
Auditorium.
EKU Theatre will present. "Babyin Glfford Theatre. All tickets
are $6.

•pm.

10 _.
The College of Justice and Safety
will present a colloquium The
Crime Crash of the 1990s:
Reel or Fiction* in Posey
Auditorium in the Stratton
Building. All students, faculty
and staff are invited. Visit
www.Justice.eku.edu for more
information.

4*0 gun.
Open house to celebrate the
inauguration of Joanne
Glasser as Eastern's 10th
ident in the Stratton

Smitty will perform at The
Buddha Belly at 145 N. First
St

UPCOMING
The Art of Kissing at 9 p.m., Feb.
28. in the Keen Johnson
Ballroom.
African Dance and Drum Group
will perform at 8 p.m., March
1. In Brock Auditorium.
Future teacher day from 8:30
a.m. to 2:15 p.m., March 5 at
Model Lab.

CHURCH DIRECTORY
_J La* Hart
303 Geri Lame (behind Recordsmith)
Phone: 859-623-5366
Sunday School: 10 am.
Sun. Morning worship: 11 a.m.
Sun. Evening Worship: 6 p.m.
Wednesday Evening: 7 p.m.
Radio Services: Weekdays at 1:30
p.m. onWCBR 1110 AM
Van rides available on or off campus.
(Contact Lynn at 859-624-3601.)
HI* Arc*
129 Big Hill Ave.
Phone: 859-623-1592 (office)
Phone: 859-623-6600 (answering
machine)
Sunday School: 9:45 a.m.
Monday Worship: 10.45 a.m.
Evening Worship: 6 p.m
On Wednesday. -Christian Students
Serving Christ" meets at 7 p.m Call
the office at one of the numbers listed above for transportation to meetMR

Oswrrh of Christ
461 Tobiano (in Brookline Sub., off
Ooggins Lane - West side 1-75)
Sunday: 9:30 ajn.. 10:20 a.nx, 6
p.m.
Wednesday: 7 pjn.
Ride: 624-2218 or 985-1924
Episcopal Charca sf Oar Savkwar
2323 Lexington Rd (U.S. 25 N.)
Phone: 859-623-1226
Sunday Worship: 8:30 a.m. and II
am.
Adult Education: 9:30 a.m.
Canterbury Fellowship: Fridays.
Noon, at Powell Grill
Faith Created AawawMy of God
Now meeting at 918 Red House
Road on Miller's Landing.
Service times: Sunday. 9 a.m. A
10:45
Wednesday Family Night: 7 p.m.
For rides or more information call
859-623-4639.
While on campus, visit the Wesley
Foundation on Tuesday and
Thursday evenings.
First AWaace Church
1405 Barnes Mill Rd.
Phone: 859-624-9878
Sunday School: 9.30 a.m.
Sunday Worship Services: 10:45
am. A 6:30 pjn.
Wednesday Night Youth * Prayer
Services: 7:00 p.m.
For free transportation to Sunday
morning services, call 859-624-9878.
First Baatffa* Church
350 W. Main at Lancaster Ave.
Phone: 859-623-4028
Sunday School: 940 am.
Sunday Worship: 8:30 a.m.. 11 a.m.
A ft p.m.
Wednesday Worship 6:15 pm.
SUBS- 7:30 pjn. at BSU Center.
Supper and Bible Study

«•«

(Disciples of Christ)
Mate at law-aster Ave.
Phone: 859^23-4383
Sunday Early Worship: (informal)
8:40 am.
Sunday School: 940 a.m.
Sunday Worship: 10:40 a.m.
College Bible Study: Tuesday. 9 pjn.
Wednesday Bible Study: 7 p.m.
First Preshytorlsw, Church
(PCUSA)
330 W Main St.
Phone: 859-623-5323
Church School: 9.45 u.
Sunday Worship: II am. (rides
available)
Westminster Fellowship: Wed.. 7:30
p.m. at Wallace Bldg.. (EKU) room
326.
Family Night Supper (weekly and
free!) Wed.. 6 p.m.. in the
Fellowship Hall
Pizza And A Movie: (free!) First
Sunday of every month at 6 p.m.. In
the Church Parlor
Adopt A Student Program: A great
chance to have a home away from
home!
Cary Aahby. Campus Minister
First United Methodist Church
401 West Main St.
Phone: 859-623-3580
Worship Services: Sunday 8:15 a.m.
& 9:40 am* II a.m
Sunday School: 9:40 a.m.
Wednesday Night Live Meal: 5:15
p.m. (free to EKU students!)
Coffee House Saturday Night: 5:30
p.m and Message: 6 p.m
Cherca of Christ
713 W. Main St.
Phone: 859-623-8535
Bible Classes: Sunday 9 am.
Worship: Sunday 10 a.m A 6 p.m
Bible Study: Wednesday 7 p.m.
Need a ride? Our van picks up at the
Daniel Boone statue (EKU) 15 minutes prior to all our services.
Colonels for Christ meets ia the
MacGregor Hall basement lounge
the second Monday of each month
from 12-1 p.m (lunch provided) A
the fourth Thursday of each month
from 6-7 p.m.
IVstCawrchofta.

405 University Drive
Phone:859-623-9400
Sunday Mass: 5 pjn.
Sunday Supper. 6 pjn. ($1.00)
Inquiry classes for tun iiiiaaaa.
Catholic: Wednesday 7 p.m.
Newman Night for all
9 p.m
SL
1285 Barnes Mill Rd.
Phone:839-623-7254
Sunday Traditional Service: 8:30
a.m.; Sunday School: 945 a.m.;
Sunday Contemporary Worship: II
Trinity Missionary
Jack's Creek Pike A US
Tony Herald. Minister
Phone: 859-623-6868
Sunday School: 9:45 am.
Sunday Worship Service: II a.m
and 6 p.m.
Wednesday Service: 7 pjn.
Ussteitea Uteiaianawt
209 St. George Street
"Where religion and reason meet"
Adah service, youth program, and
preschool care: Sunday morning at
10:45.
Family Night: last Sunday of die
month.
For more information call 859-6234614 or 859-626-9940.
Weswide Christian Chwrch
Bennington Ct. (across from
Arlington)
Phone: 859-623-0382
Sunday School: 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship: 10:45 a.m A 6
p.m.
Wednesday Worship: 7 p.m.
Transportation available
While Oak Pond ChristhM
(Disciples of Christ)
1238 Barnes Mill Rd. (at Ooggins
Lane)
Phone: 859-623-6515
Sunday Worship: 9 a.fJpsJTi a.m.
Coffee Fellowship.SaHafs, 10am

20,000
Eyes
saw this space.
Dorit you wish
you had advertised
here?

136 Aspen A
Phone: 8S9-623-S5I0
Sunday School: 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship: 10:40 a.m.
Sunday evening: 6 p.m.
Wednesday: 7 p.m. - Bible
Youth. College A Career.
Programs

TheEas

Arts&Stuff

Cedl Smith, editor
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Bluegrass culture,
origins explored
lYC»ca.9iWH
ArMStufleditor

Tha Eastom Dane* Thaatar BaMruum group wM perform at the Jazz
Mektown at 9 p.m. in St Mark's Parish Hal on Feb. 23. Pictured from left.
Pauline Machefl. Ryan Bertke. and Steve Richardson.

Jazz Meltdown creates
jump, jive & wail scare
BY LHMET QAHMAN

Copy editor

If you like dancing, music and
having a good time, the Jazz
Meltdown is the place to be. This
event will be held from 6:30 p.m.
to 10 p.m., Feb. 23 at St Mark's
Parish Hall..
The Jazz Meltdown is an annual fundraiser for the Richmond
Area Arts Council.
Outback Steakhouse will provide food. Steak or chicken,
Caesar salad, burgundy mushrooms, dinner rolls and chocolate
thunder or New York-style
cheesecake for dessert will all be
served.
The after-dinner entertainment
will be provided by The RMG
Swing Machine. The group is
composed of six musicians, all of
whom are popular in Central
Kentucky.
The members are Sarah
Stivers, lead female vocalist; Hunt
Butler, saxophonist; Rick Cock,
trumpeter; Dave Shellon, pianist;
Danny Cecil, drummer; and
Robert Griffen, bandleader.

The band has performed with
famous acts such as the
Temptations, Frank Sinatra, the
Four Tops, Johnny Mathis, Ray
Charles, Barry Manilow, Natalie
Cole and the Pointer Sisters.
Wear your dancing shoes and
be ready to swing. If you aren't
familiar with swing dancing have
no fear — swing dance teachers
will be available on site to give
free swing lessons.
The event is sponsored by
Peoples Bank of Madison
County, BellSouth, Babcon Inc.
and Kentucky Arts Council. The
proceeds from the Jazz Meltdown
will go to support the RAAC.
Chairpersons for the event are
Judy Spain and Karen Kensicki.
Representative Harry Moberly
and his wife are honorary chairs
for the event
Tickets for the evening cost
$25.- Tickets are limited and
reservations are required.
For more information, or to
reserve tickets, call the RAAC at
(859) 6244242.

wanted to see if the library could
bring in a cultural series including
people from the region,"
The series begins on Feb. 26
with Transplanted Roots: AngloCeltic Origins." The members of
Scottish-Irish musical group Pale,
Stout and Amber will address the
influence of Scottish and Irish culture on Appalachian culture in the
Grand Reading Room in the

Kentucky is famous for a number of things in this country. Yet.
probably its most enduring tradition is bluegrass music
True, horse racing is probably
the most lucrative form of entertainment in the region, but bluegrass music arrived with Scottish
and Irish settlers. Since
then, bluegrass music y *
has carried traditions, £ £
values and culture down
through generations This is our way of conwith vivid storytelling
methods and master necting to the commumusicianship.
nity, by learning about
To honor and study
the bluegrass tradition. their culture...
Eastern Libraries is preGreg Engstrom,
senting a three-part
head of music library
series, "Old Sounds in
New
Lands:
A
Celebration
of
Kentucky's Appalachian
Musk."
Crabbe Library at 7 p.m. The
The American Libraries group will also perform at 8 p.m.
Association offered a grant for in the Pearl Buchanan Theater in
libraries sponsoring events with the Keen Johnson Building.
the theme of "Losing Geography,
The second lecture in the
Discovering Sett"
series, on March 3, is "Mountain
The theme centers around peo- Soil: Ingredients for a New
ple leaving their homes and tak- Sound."
ing traditions and culture with
This lecture will focus on the
them into new areas of the coun- transition from the Scottish-Irish
try and world.
sound into the beginnings of modEastern Libraries wanted to ern bluegrass and Appalachian
present a series that encom- folk. The lecture begins at 6 p.m.
passed the culture of the entire with Dr. Ron Pen, director of the
region, not just something that John Jacob Niles Center for
students related to. The music American Music, in the Grand
and culture of the Appalachian Reading Room. Following the lecMountains seemed most obvious ture at 8 p.m., Jean Ritchie, world
and relevant to the region.
renown folk musician and
This is our way of connecting Appalachian historian, will perto the community, by learning form in the Posey Auditorium, in
about their culture," Greg the Stratton Building.
Engstrom, head of the music
The whole point is to bring in
library on campus, said. "We artists who specialize in that area.

Photo submitted
Jaan RltchJs, a work) famous Appalachian rrKJSkaan/historlan. wili speak
and perform during the "Old Sounds in New Lands" series on March 3.

Jean Ritchie embodies 20th century folk music," Engstrom
explained.
The last lecture in the series,
"Bluegrass Branch: Pick'n Up die
Tempo," discusses modern bluegrass on March 12. Homer
Ledford, master instrument
maker, bluegrass musician, and
historian will lecture at 7 p.m. in
the Grand Reading Room, followed by a performance from
Ledford and his band. The Cabin
Creek Band, in the Posey
Auditorium at 8 p.m.
Also, on March 3, Ritchie's film
documenting her life and work.

"Mountain Bora: The Jean Ritchie
Story," will be shown in the
Crabbe Library, room 118.
Bluegrass music has documented a vast span of American
history, including many facets of
Appalachian life. With last year's
bluegrass explosion, thanks to the
"O" Brother Where Art Thou"
movie soundtrack, the legacy of
bluegrass continues to touch new
generations of listeners.
"It's more national. Musk, like
other arts, expresses feeling. This
(series) allows us to understand
Appalachian culture and' ourselves," Engstrom said.

Celebrating Black
History Month
Schedule of Events: February 2002
• Feb. 5-7 - Paula Rosenthal Lecture
• Feb 17- African-American
Series. Tunes & locations to be
Achievement Banquet has been
announced.
rescheduled. Info will be coming
• Feb 8 - Office of Multicultural
soon.
Student Services Open House
• Feb 21 - "Resiliency of African11 a.m.- 2 p.m. Powell Bldg. Rm 18.
American Family: Pre- and Post
• Feb 8 - Red, Black, & Green Ball
Slavery" presented by Dr. Aaron
9 p.m.- 1 a.m. in Keen Johnson
Thompson 6 p.m. Library Grand
Ballroom.
Reading Room.
• Feb 12 - "Voices of the People
• Feb 22- "Call Me a Playa Hater"
Singing the Struggles of Civil Rights" lecture series presented by Kwame
presented by Dr. Kathy Bullock 7:30
Ronnie Vanderhorst. (TBA)
p.m. in Keen Johnson Walnut Hall.
• Feb 28 - "Everyday Heroes"
• Feb 13-14 - AIDS Awareness
presented by Deborah Lewis, 7:30
• Feb 16 - Back in the Day Dance,
p.m. Moore Bldg. Room 116.
sponsored by Zeta Phi Beta, Inc.
• Mar 1 - Workshop: Mali African
sorority.
Dance & Drum Group 2:30 p.m.
Weaver Gym.
• Mar 1 - Mali African Dance &
Drum Group 8:00 p.m. Brock
Auditorium.
• Mar. 2- Multicultural Mixer/Potluck
Dinner 6-9 p.m.. Mule Barn,
Arlington. Cash bar available. RSVP
by 2/14/02 to the Office of
Multicultural Student Services
(859)622-3205.

As the loiy Colonels
Begin Postseason Plqyby
Hosting on OVC Conference
Tournament 1st Round

GmetM

InfovoiayGf
Ticket Information
All Tickets $8
Tickets are FREE to the First 500
Students! 'Must have valid EKU Student ID.
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For More Information Please Contact
the Ticket Office at 622-2122.
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Katie Weitkamp. editor

'Band geek' guards dream
BY KATIE WEITKAMP

Who's Thai editor

Lindenmayer/Progfess

R»c« spins with emotion at an Eastern Winter guard practice.

Lane and Caret/ Taylor, former owners
of / <(//(• s Hair Stilling are proud to
announce their Grand Opening of a
Slew Salon..,

A Carey-Lane Salon

He just can't get away from the
guard. Not the National Guard —
he's into color guard and winter
guard.
Jeremy Rice is one busy man
with his activities not only in
Eastern's winter guard, the
Zephoras. but also with his job
helping high school winter and
color guards.
Over the summer. Rice was
part of the Cavaliers Drum and
Bugle Corps, an international
drum corps based out of
Rosemont, 111.. for men under the
age of 21. Rice said being in the
Cavaliers color guard was a hard
but rewarding experience.
To get into the Cavalier guard.
Rice had to attend four different
training camps before he even
knew if he made it into the group.
Once the last camp was completed, he found out that he had made
it
Rice gave up his entire summer break to march with
Cavaliers. He said it was physically and emotionally hard on him.
but it was worth all the work he
put into it.

"It hurt my knees, I have bad
knees to begin with, and because
you're on them 24 hours a day
and you practice non-stop it
ruined them a lot," Rice said. "A
lot of people from this year had
that problem because it was a
more physically demanding
show."
Since he is having problems
with his knees and feet, he will
not be able march with the
Cavaliers this year, but will continue working with other guards.
Rice said that even though the
work was hard and physically difficult, he will miss being in the
Cavaliers.
But his injuries haven't
stopped him from spinning for
Eastern. Rice is the captain of the
Zephoras, and practices several
times a week.
Rice is an apparel design and
merchandising major. He also
minors in dance. Rice said he
decided on this minor because it
is something he enjoys and it also
helps him with his techniques in
color guard.
Rice said he hopes to be part of
a guard supply company when he
graduates. He said he is addicted

to being in a guard, and since he
it so active in it now, he would
like to remain so even after graduating.
"If you're in the Cavaliers you
can get a job just about anywhere," Rke said.
Rice currently works at Estill
County High School and Eastern
High School in Louisville teaching
guard to young men and women.
He has had offers to work with
other school systems, but can't
find the time to fit them all in his
schedule.
Rice is taking between 13 and
14 hours a semester to keep his
schedule open for Eastern's guard
as well as teaching at high
schools. This semester he took a
few internet courses because he
refuses to take classes before 10
a.m.
"I'm a band geek through and
through," Rice said.
He accredits his love of music
to his parents. He said he grew up
around music and has always
loved it
In fifth grade Rice learned to
play the trumpet and joined the
Estill County marching band. Rtce
played trumpet during the band

Mid-terms Got You
Stressed?
Relax... with a Massage.

for six years in middle and high
school
"I can sit and watch the same
tapes over and over again," Rice
said. He also said be owns at least
20 videos of different bands and
drum corps. He watches the
videos to learn new techniques.
Rice lives on campus, eighteen
miles from his family in Irvine,
but he says it's hard malting time
to see them. He tries to visit family on his way back from working
at Estill County High School, but
sometimes that doesn't work out
Making time for his friends is
also on his priority list. He said he
tries to set Thursday nights aside
for his friends, family and just a
little relaxation time.
When Rice has a night off, if
he's lucky, he is able to watch his
two favorite shows, "The Real
World" and "Will and Grace." He
said he doesn't get much time off
because he is so consumed with
guard practice and competitions.
Rice is still trying to find time
to work with more guards. He
hopes that his efforts with
Eastern's guard, the Cavaliers and
the high school guards he
instructs, will pay off in the future.

630 Big Hill Avenue

624-0198

inside Powerhouse Gym
Nails by Carey
Full Set $25
Fill-in $15

Two l-hour
massages $55
Rosemary Mnrionneaux
aasage Professional

■aTfl

W^30 Minute Massage Session J

r $20
1

j A Dozen Long;
Stemmed j
Roses

SomcMttl

Offer Expires 4/30/02

Rosemary Marionneaux. M.T.

Walk-in Space available
By appointment
Call

A Corey Lane Salon

624-3601

Located in the Powerhouse Gym

528 Eastern By-pass
Appointments made by calling 624-3601

Best pizza under one roof

Go Colonels...and Grab This Deal

LOOSEN UP WITH
BIOLIFE PLASMA SERVICES
Now make up to $180 per month
New payment for plasma donors.
$20 for first donation
$40 for second donation
In the same St on.- Frl week.

HELP SAVE OTHERS. PAID IN CASH.
PLEASE CALL FOR APPOINTMENTS

Also try our...
Buffalo Wings
$4.00
Cheese Sticks
$2.99
Breadsticks.
$1.89
Garlic Loaf.
....$1.49
Garlic Loaf w/Cheese $1.99

360 Eastern ByPass ■ Richmond, Ky

623-2264

BioLife
Plasma Services

r£

292 S. Second St.
Call for business hours

624-9815

Go Colonels

SPORTS

Corey Hall, editor

Olympic
spirit
just not
the same
What a great
time of the year
to be a sports
fan. March
Madness is
quickly
approaching,
the baseball season is on the
horizon and the
COREY HALL
NASCAR boys
Total Ac
have started
their engines.
■■■^aaaaaaaaaw
Notice I didn't mention anything
about the Winter Olympics.
The big-time politicians and
businessmen have taken a once
sacred event and made it into an
advertising agency dream. I
mean, you can't look at an athlete
or watch an event without seeing
some sort of Nike symbol or
Coca-Cola sign.
The athletes are suppose to be
the focus of any sporting event,
but something about the
Olympics has just lost its luster. I
remember a time when winning a
gold medal would send the athletes into a crying frenzy. In
today's world, winning a gold
medal is just their job.
Speaking of doing their job,
where in the world are they getting these judges? After the controversy in figure skating where
the Canadians were robbed of a
gold medal and then given a gold
medal days later, it just makes me
wonder how Olympic events
which require unbiased judging
can survive in an event where
money and corruption are more
important than the actual games.
The basketball season is coming to an end, but the baseball
season is just beginning. With
first-year head coach Eh/is
Dominguez, a much-needed Are
has been lit under the players.
Dominguez's style is 180 degrees
opposite of former skipper Jim
Ward, and from talking to many
of the players, it was evident that
a change was needed.
Senior pitcher Chip Albright
expressed his displeasure with
former members of the staff, saying that encouragement wasn't
cne of their better virtues.
"I could go out there and pitch
a three hit shutout, come back to
the dugout after the game and the
coaches would wonder why I gave
up three hits," Albright said. This
year, when we do something
good, we are told what a good job
we have done."
Encouragement to an athlete is
very necessary, especially in college where there are so many different things that race through
the athlete's minds. There is a
fine line on when to give encouragement and when to discipline,
and as of right now, it looks like
Dominguez and his staff have gotten that figured out
Daytona, wturt a rM#

Wow, what a wild race Sunday.
We ought to have known it was
going to be a crazy day when prerace favorite Tony Stewart blew
an engine on the second lap.
As one pre-race favorite was
going out, the other was not far
behind. Dale Earnhardt Jr. ran
over a piece of debris from teammate Michael Wahrip's car and
blew his right front tire. Before
his day was done, he blew yet
another tire and was involved in
an 18-car wreck.
After the smoke settled, Jeff
Gordon found himself in the lead
with six laps to go under caution.
But as soon as the cars got going,
two-time 500 champion Sterling
Marlin spun Gordon, but damaged his fender in the process. As
Marlin and Ward Burton raced
side by side back to the finish
line, smoke was pouring from
Marlin's tire. NASCAR red
flagged the event and stopped all
cars on the backstretch.
Then the unthinkable happened, Marlin did about the
dumbest thing I've ever seen a
professional athlete do. He
jumped out of his car, walked
over to the damaged fender and
began tugging on it to pull it away
from the tire. This is illegal under
the red flag because the rule
states that you can't work on your
car during this period.
Marlin was sent to the back
and Burton went on to take the
checkered, only his fourth career
win. After the race. Marlin said he
saw Dale Earnhardt wash his
windshield off during a red flag so
he figured he could work on his
car too. Well Sterling, let's state
the obvious, you're no Dale
Earnhardt and will never get away
with the things he got away with.
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Two teams, two different challenges
Kit
Assistant sports editor

OVC mark.

It's that time once again for the
Ohio
Valley
Conference
Tournament. A time for high
hopes, dreams and for some —
last chances.
The OVC will conduct its 2002
men's and women's basketball
tournaments in Louisville where
the league was originally founded
in 1948.
The tournaments will be held
March 1-3, in downtown
Louisville at the Kentucky
International Convention Center.
The center also hosted the
NCAA Division II men's basketball championship from 19952000.
The facility features a seating
capacity of up to 7,100, four new
locker rooms and a meeting space
for alumni and booster functions.
The first round of the OVC for
the Lady Colonels will begin on
Tuesday, with Eastern hosting
one of the four games. The semifinals and the championship will
be held in Louisville.
The men play Friday at 6 p.m.,
while the women play Saturday at
6 p.m. The championship for the
men is at 3 p.m. on Saturday. The
women play at 3 p.m. on Sunday.
In the women's tournament.
Eastern sits at the top of the
league at 12-2.
The Lady Colonels secured a
host role in the opening round of
the OVC tournament with their
82-73 defeat over Southeast
Missouri on Feb. 9.
Only eight of the nine teams in
the conference participate in the
tournament based upon their

The teams that follow the
Colonels are Tennessee Tech
(11-3). Austin Peay (9-5),
Morehead State (7-6), Southeast
Missouri (6-8), Eastern Illinois (58). Murray State (5-9). TennesseeMartin (5-9) and Tennessee State
(2-12).
"It is hard for me to predict the
future of the tournament right
now," head coach Larry Inman
said.
"It is a great thing that we get
to host the first round and from
there it is anybody's guess. It is
going to be a crazy tournament
because right now everybody is
so evenly matched but I think we
are as capable as anybody to win
it," Inman stated.
The winner of the OVC tournament gets a bid to the NCAA field
of 64.
The Lady Colonels have not
been to the NCAA since 1996
where they lost in the first round
to The University of Georgia.
In the men's tournament, the
Colonels are in a difficult position.
Eastern is in ninth place in the
league, one game behind SEMO.
To make it into the tournament
Eastern has to edge out SEMO.
who has beaten the Colonels
twice this season. Two more conference games still remain for the
Colonels to play.
The teams that are vying to
participate in the tournament are
Tennessee Tech (13-1), Murray
State (9-5). Morehead State (8-5).
Austin Peay (7-7), Tennessee
State (7-7), Eastern Illinois (6-7),
Tennessee-Martin (6-8), SEMO
(4-11) and Eastern at (3-11).

BY CASSOWOM

SIM* NcraKfconPiognM
Katie Kelly dives for a loose baR in Saturday's win over Morehead. Ke*y is second on the team averaging 12.2
points per game She has accomplished this without starting a game all year.

Women thump Morehead,
earn 20th win of the season
BY CASSONORA KWBY

Assistant sports editor

Steve Richardson/Progress
Zoey Artist goes up tor two in the Lady Colonels 85-74 victory over
Morehead State. Artist is third on the team in scoring with 12 ppg.

The
Eastern
Kentucky
University women's basketball
team claimed its 20th victory of
the season Feb. 16 as the
Colonels soared past the Lady
Eagles of Morehead State in an
85-74 victory.
Morehead (17-7. 7-6 in OVC)
grabbed the opening tip, but that
would prove to be its only bright
spot of the game, as the Colonels
quickly jumped out to an 11-0 run.
The Lady Eagles were unable
to answer Eastern (20-5, 12-2 in
OVC), until Richmond native
Travece Turner stepped up and
sank two for Morehead.
The Colonels proved to be too
hot to handle as they shot 52.6
percent in the first half, while
leading by as many as 22 (41-19)
with 2:55 to go before halftime.
The Eagles managed to join
together and cut Eastern's lead to
18, 43-25. with 1:47 on the clock,
but senior Zoey Artist answered
with a jumper shoving Eastern's
lead back to 22 for the halftime.
Eastern had a respectable first

: Tuesday 7 p.m.
McBrayer Arena
WlML 1st round OVC tournament game

half as it shot 52.6 percent from
the field and held the Eagles to
just 33.3 percent shooting. The
Lady Colonels also forced
Morehead to commit 14 first half
turnovers and made eight steals.
The second half mimicked the
first as Eastern managed to maintain a steady lead over Morehead.
Teresa McNair's put-back at the
15:50 minute mark gave the
Colonels a 19-point lead.
The Eagles refused to back
down, however, and slowly began
chipping away at Eastern's advantage. Morehead managed to cut
the lead in half (74-64) with 4:32
left to play, but that was as close
as they would come as the
Colonels kept the Eagles from

taking flight 85-74.
Eastern forced a total of 22
turnovers and shot 50 percent for
the game, while holding the
Eagles at bay, forcing them to a
43.1 shooting percent from the
field. The Lady Colonels also outrebounded Morehead, 37-36, and
handed out 20 assists in the win.
Artist led the Colonels with 19
points, followed by teammate Pam
Garrett with 16 points and three
steals. Charlotte Sizemore added
14 points, eight rebounds and six
assists, while McNair had 12
points, two assists, and four
steals. Synisha Smith also added
ten points and two blocks in the
victory.
Although head coach Larry
Inman said that he was pleased
with the shooting, he still had
some concerns.
"We are still not shooting the
ball as well as I think we can and
that is a little bit concerning,"
Inman said. "If we catch a good
team that is really shooting well
and we are not careful and continue the way we have been shooting, we are going to get beat
again."

Colonels continue
cold shooting in
loss to Morehead
BY CASSONDRA KIRBY

Assistant sports editor

Eastern Kentucky University
men's basketball team failed to
find the basket in the second half
on Feb. 16, as it fell to the
Morehead State Eagles after
shooting just 36.4 percent.
The Colonels (7-18,3-11 in
OVC) seemed nervous from the
start after grabbing the tip-off,
forcing a rushed three-point, failing to get the rebound and allowing the Eagles (14-10. 8-5 in OVC)
to score, 0-2.
Head Coach Travis Ford
immediately leaped to the floor
and motioned for his Colonels to
calm down. It appeared to sink in,
as Eastern slowed down and set
up a shot that Chris Carswell
nailed, tying the game at 2-2.
The Colonels managed to pull
together and to stay within reach
of the Eagles, as the two teams
knotted together three times, the
last being 28-28 with 5:11 left to
go in the first half.
Morehead managed to break
free from the Colonels, but
Eastern stayed close as the teams
went into halftime, 35-30.
In the first half, Eastern outshot Morehead with 51.9 percent
shooting compared to the Eagles

48.1 percent, while both teams
committed eight turnovers.
The second half seemed to
echo the first as Eastern found
itself trailing Morehead by merely
four points, 56-52, with 6:44 left to
play.
The Colonels seemed to lose
their mark, however as the Eagles
outscored Eastern to go on top by
17. 69-52. The Colonels managed
to muster up an 8-0 run cutting
the lead to 69-60, but Morehead
proved to be too much for Eastern
as it claimed the victory, 76-60.
Freshman forward Michael
Haney led Eastern with 18 points
and seven rebounds, while senior
guard Spanky Parks and junior
guard Shawn Fields followed
Haney with 12 points a piece.
"Give Morehead all of the credit," Ford said. They are a good
solid ball club and a great fast
breaking team."
Ford feels that the Colonels
did not take home the victory for
several reasons, but says that
combination difficulties and a lack
of rebounding really hurt the
team.
"I searched for a combination
of five guys that worked together"
Ford said. "But I never found
them and I was not happy with
our rebounding effort at all."

!

Steve Richardson/Progress
Chris CarsweN drives to the basket in Saturday's disappointing loss to rival Morehead State. The Colonels wHI try
and get into the OVC tournament tonight against Murray State and Saturday against UT-Marttn.
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OVC tournament brackets
Men

POP QUIZ!

Women

What is the absolute best food for a

Tuesday
February 26

Friday
March 1

Saturday
March2

Tuesday
February 26

Campus site
of higher seed

Kentucky
convention
center

Kentucky
convention
center

Campus site
of higher seed

tl.saad_
Game 1
7 or 7:30 p.m.

#1 seed
Game 1
5:30 or 7 p.m.

»8seed

#8 seed

<M§eed
Game 2
7 or 7:30 p.m.

Saturday
March 2

#5 seed
Game 3
7 or 7:30 p.m.

Kentucky
convention
center

»7seed

Semis
6 p.m.

Sunday
March 3

Championship
3 p.m.

SZSaad

Kentucky
convention
center

Game4
7 or 7:30 p.m.

#4 Seed
Game 2
5:30 or 7 p.m.

No trick questions here! Get a lot at a price that's not
(and maybe solve some of your hardest problems) with

^SUBWAY**

#5 seed

Championship
3 p.m.

jp—ed

#2 Seed
Game 3
5:30 or 7 p.m.

Corner of 2nd and Water
Dtns-bVCany-out Hour*
Moo. - Sat. 10:30 am - 12 mtdraght
Sun. 11 am - 11 p.m.

#7 seed

Semis
8 p.m.

624-9241

ffw uflflfl.

Game 4
5:30 or 7 p.m.

Women's tennis
struggles in losses

129 South First St.

BYDAVCPHATP

Contributing writ*

regress
i Garcia. Eastern's No. 2 ptayar this _
and two doubles victorias ovar the waekand

EN|OY
YOUR MEAI

recoroad a singles win

The Eastern Kentucky
University women's tennis team
hit the court this past weekend to
take on three formidable opponents.
Morehead State, Xavier and
Western Kentucky in the Greg
Adams Tennis Center.
While some individual team
members were able to chalk up
some Wins, the team as a whole
was unable to capture any victories, losing to Morehead 5-2,
Xavier 7-0 and Western 4-2.
Tami Williams was the most
victorious Lady Colonel winning
two out of her three aingles
matches this weekend to improve
her season record to 5-1.
She defeated Georgia Vanis of
Morehead 6-4, 6-3, Jennifer
Granger of Western 1-6, 7-6, 6-1
before falling to Emily Senich of
Xavier 6-1,60.
Also victorious for the Lady

We are returning our books to the
publisher. Do you have your copy?

SMOKE FREE

EKU BOOKSTORE

Madison

Returns will begin the week of 2/18/02
Good luck with exams!!!
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Colonels was Lindsey Herrera
who defeated Sheenagh Stewart
of Morehead 7-5, 63. And Natalie
Garcia defeated Western's Olga
Kosaka 7-5, 30 due to an Koaaka
injury.
The doubles combination of
Herrera and Garcia earned two
victories over the weekend.
They defeated Stewart and
Alexandria Becka of Morehead 86 and Nino Kosava and Liene
Rosentale of Western 6-4.
"We played well this weekend,
we just came up short," said
coach Rob OerteL
"Xavier is a team that could be
nationally ranked. We have been
practicing hard and it should start
showing up," Oertel added.
Eastern's men are back on the
court this weekend with a tripleheader of their own.
Facing Austin Peay on Friday
at noon, Xavier at 8 a.m. on
Saturday and Indianapolis at 8
ajn. on Sunday.

Thur. • 750 Miller Lite
Fri. • $7 All you can drink!
• $1 Domestics

626-0300
We cater to private parties

YOU'RE IN
COLLEGE
NOW

0

Come enjoy a treat
after watching
the Lady Colonels
host the 1st round in
the OVC tournament!

PICK UP YOUR FREQUENT BUYERS CARD TODAY ■

■ Aftar Nina Traata Oat A Frea TCBV Small Cup Or
Cona Of Frown Yogurt Or tea Cream
421 W Maai Straat • Richmond, KY • 624-3000

MAIN STREET CHEVRON
421 W. Main Straat • 624-3000

Drtak)

2 REGULAR
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

Bay up lo » at (hi. price with thk
Not raiM with aay other
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BEEF N CHEDDAR
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$3.00
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2 SUBS FOR
$4.00
Bar aa la It la

Free Treat,

IT'S TIME
FOR ADULT
FAST FOOD

CHICKEN FINGER T ANY MARKET
COMBO
FRESH COMBO
$3.99
$1.00 OFF
(4 Piece CMcfcm Fiagers, Carry fries, M
■ay ap ta * at tail price with tim
Not inlid a* say other coap«
VelU thr. April 7, 1—2.
GlU at aartkiaauag Arty's.

M

AthJatteO.pt

Church Directory.
ClaasMsaa
Cottaoa PubUahar
EKU Bookatore
BICUROTC

Dativary Hour*
Mon. - Sat 11 am -11 p.m.
Sun. 12 noon -11 p.m

#6 seed

#6 seed

Church Campa

student?

ef 2 at this price

Nat ralM with aay •
V«1M thr. April 7,1—2.
Goo4 at perttciparkH ArbyL

ANY CHICKEN
SANDWICH
$1.99
Bay ap ta I at thai price with thai coaaoa.
Nat raM wttk aay athar caaaaa.
ValM thru April 7, 2M2.
Goo. at aartklaatiag Arhy's.

NOW ACCEPTING CREDIT/DEBIT CARDS
at select locations
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I Wl Baseball home
schedule
vlar. 9 Akron noon
tar. 10 Akron noon
Mar. 13 Cumberland 2:30
Mar. 15 Michigan State 3 p.m.

2002 Softball home
schedule
JFeb. 26 Louisville 2 p.m.
Mar. 27 Dayton 2 p.m.

Mar. 17 Michigan State 1 p.m.

Mar. 31 UT-Martin 1
p.m.

Mar. 27 Marshall 3 p.m.

Apr. 4 Morehead 2 p.m.

Apr. 6 SEMO 1 p.m

Apr. 16 Kentucky 2 p.m.

Apr. 17 Lipscomb 3 p.m.
Apr. 23 Samford 3 p.m.
Apr. 24 Samford 3 p.m.
Apr. 27 UT-Martin 1 p.m.
Apr. 29 UT-Martin 3 p.m.
May 1 Louisville 3 p.m.
May 9 Wright State 3 p.m.
May 11 Austin Peay 1 p.m.
May 12 Austin Peay 1 p.m.
May 15 Western KY. 3 p.m.

SepL70pea

HAW HOUR
ALL DAYLONG
■ft* SOU student

or PooMwy I.D.
All Appetizers 1/2 rric*J

March 8, 2002
6:00 p.m.

Sept 21 Florida Atlantic Home

All students must have Photo I.D.
Report to the Orise Room. Combs Building

Sept 28 Glenville State Home

Last day to register: March 1. 2002

(Excludes Aauetuar die a)

Drink Specials
"; ^fc 1094 Barnes Mitt Rd
%,» . «A Richmond, KV

(899)624-4000

Oct 5 UT-Martin Home

Apr. 7 SEMO 1 p.m.
Apr. 16 Xavier 3 p.m.

Aug. 29 Oregon State Away

Don't forget
to register
for the
UWR!

Sept 14 Appalachian State
Away

j.m.

Mar. 24 Eastern Illinois 1 p.m.

2002 Football
schedule

Mar. 30 UT-Martin 1

Mar 16 Michigan State 1 p.m
Mar. 23 Eastern Illinois noon

I

Apr. 20 Eastern Illinois
1 p.m.
Apr. 21 Eastern Illinois
1 p.m.
Apr. 27 Tennessee State
1 p.m.

Oct 12 Eastern Illinois Away

Oct 26 Tennessee Tech Away

Apr. 30 Wright State 2
p.m.

JfjjooJfs

Hemp Company

Oct 19 Murray State Home

Mov. 2 Liberty Away

Apr. 28 Tennessee State
1 p.m.

THE BOTANY BAY
Body Jewelry
New Age Supplies
Huge Selection of Unique Gifts

UveBluepw
w/Eastern
Blend

Mov. 9 SEMO Home
Hours:

*Jov. 16 Open

623-HEMP

11-7Mon-S«t

DBudetofRodBD
5 Rolling Rocks 16

►Sports brief*
Compiled by Corsy Hal

Pam Garrett named
freshman of the week
Eastern women's basketball
player Pam Garrett was named
OVC freshman of the week for
the second time this season.
Garrett is the team's fourth leading scorer averaging 9.5 points
per game. She also averages 5.0
boards and is shooting 55.4 percent from the field. Garrett
poured in 16 points on 6-11 shooting from the field in Saturday's
win over Morehead. She finished
the week with 22 points, six
rebounds, and four steals. She tut
on 8-16 from the field and 6-10
from the foul line.

Spring Job Fail;
*

Wednesday, February 27, 2002
11 a.m. - 2:30 p.m. at Keen Johnson
Agriculture:
Perdue Farms. Inc. • 53
: Emporia. VA (Agriculture. Bustn—e and Safety...)
USDA - M* Market Administrator t 44
: Louisville. KY (Auditor Computer Programmer...)
USOA,APHIS.VS • 47
: Frankfort. KY (various...)

Tickets available for
Tuesday night's game
Tickets are now available for
the women's basketball game
Tuesday night in McBrayer
Arena. The team will host a still
unknown opponent at 7 p.m. The
Eastern Athletic Department has
purchased 500 student tickets to
be distributed at the Alumni
Coliseum ticket office or in AC
126 prior to game day. A valid student ID is required before ticket
pick-up. For more information call
622-2122.

Artist named to
Verizon academic team
Women's basketball star Zoey
Artist has been named to the
Verizon Academic All-District second team. Artist, who majors in
accounting, has achieved a 3.89
grade point average in her four
years at Eastern. She is the team's
third leading scorer at 12 points
per game. The district team is
made up of student athletes from
Division I schools in Alabama,
Kentucky, Michigan, Ohio and
Tennessee. To be nominated for
the award, the student must be a
starter or important reserve with
a minimum 3.2 GPA

Track teams to run in
OVC championships
The Eastern men and women's
indoor track teams will compete
this weekend, Feb. 22-23, in the .
Ohio Valley Conference championships. The meet will be heki at
Eastern Illinois University in
Charleston, 1L The Colonels finished third in both meets last season. Sophomore Phil Scott and
senior Roosevelt Turner are considered to have the best times in
three events. Scott posted a team
best in the 800-meter run with a
time of one minute fifty three seconds and twenty tenths. He also
has the best time in the mile run,
having posted a 4:09.33. Turner
has turned the teams fastest 60meter dash time this season, running the event at 6.84.

Men's tennis serves it
up this weekend
The Eastern men's tennis team
will host its third homestand of
the season this weekend with
three days of games. The team
will take on Austin Peay Friday at
noon, Xavier Saturday at 8 am
and Indianapolis University
Sunday at 8 a.m. The team comes
into the weekend off a 7-0 win
over Georgetown on Feb. 10. The
Colonels season mark stands at 24 on the short season. Austin
Peay comes to Richmond at 1-2 on
the season, Xavier at 4-1 and
Indianapolis sits at 0-4. The men
close their indoor season on
March 8 against Cumberland. All
games are played in the Greg
Adams Indoor Tennis Center.

•

-AFLAC #12
: Laadngfon. KY (Duatneee to-Ouslnsss Safes « no plain...)
• Colonial Life ft Accident f 81
: Bowing Green. KY (Insurance...)
• Federated Insurance a 67
: Lexington, KY (Marketing Representative for commercial insurance . )
• Fifth Third Bank t 87
Lexington. KY (Retail. Commercial, Investment Advteors,
Management training program....)
• First Investors Corporation • 31
: Lexington, KY (Company Description Established in 1030, First Investors Is a Was
Street based financial services firm with regional offices located
nationwide. Currently managing over $6 bMon m aasssi and servicing over 350,000
Investors accounts from al wast..)
• Household International« 4
: London, KY (CoSections Management Trainee...)
• Kentucky Farm Bureau Insurance 10
: LouawBa. KY (Claim Adjuster. Underwriter. Programmer...)
• Northwestern Mutual » 62
: Lexington, KY (Financial Representatives And Internships )
• Progreeerva Insurance • 24
: Tampa. FL (Claims Representatives. Claims Internships...)

Con^tTHjntcafiona/Transpoflauon:
• Enterprise Rent-A-Car • 76
: Louawfas, KY (Management Trams as Management Internships (going Into Junior and
Senior years)..)
• Kentucky Transportation Cabinet » 25
: FranMort KY (Entry level buslneea. Accountants, CM Engineering....)
• WDKY Fox 56 • 81
: Lexington. KY (Internships. Sates ...)
Computer nsVetod:

• Affiliated Computer Services ACS • 46
: Lexington, KY (Busmen Unit Manager Trainee Programmer / Analyst Cooperative
Student Internship...)
• Data Futures, Inc. • 82
: Marian. KY (sales, software developer, communications specialist, trainer...)
• Electronic Data Systems. Inc / KeHy Services • 17
: Winchester, KY (PC Technical Support Specialists Customer Service SpecieM )

• Kentucky Housing Corporation * 66
: Frankfort. KY (Diverse career opportunatee related to housing ■nanceadiieiiUtiatton
of federal housing programs.as wet as support functions (la. irrtormatiorvlechnology;
communications; finance/accounting; human resources; etc..)...)
• Kentucky Personnel Cabinet • 9
: Frankfort. KY (General opportunities. )
• Lextogton-Fayette Urban County Government • 23
: Lexington, KY (Recruit Firefighter...)
■ Navy Officer Programs # 15
: Lexington, KY (AD Officer Poataona; Intesengence, Pilot. Naval Flight Offtosr, Supply.
Cryptotogy, Surface Warfare etc
)
• University Directories • 45
: Chapel Hilt. NC (Summer Sales Repreeentasve .)
• USAJrForo»a2
: Lexington. KY (several offtosr vacancies rfoirigators. Nurses,engineering and non
technical positions..)
Qraduate/TVorasstor
• Western KY University Graduate Studies ft Research f 65
: Bowling Green, KY (Graduate school oppportunitiee in Sociology, MBA, Education,
Communication. Public Health, Psychology. Agriculture. Nursing.
• HMory, Folk Studies. English. Biology. Chemistry, Comrrxjnication Disorders.
Computer Science. Geoedenoe, Mam....)

rwmwvaocmi eervtcee.
• Baptist Hoapaal East # 16
: Louisville. KY (Comprehensive health cars services offered Nursing and ASied
Health positone within organization available....)
• CARITAS Health Services • 72
: LouievMa. KY (RN. LPN, Social Worker, Recreational Therapist/Mental Health
Workers...)
• Maxim Healthcare Services t 14
: Columbia, MO (Sales Recruiter/Entry Laval Management..)

• Merck ft Co., inc. • 55
: Wast Point. PA (Professional Representative...)
• Owensboro Mercy Health System # 5
: Oweneboro, KY (ADN. BSN, Clinical Dietitian...)
• Ridge Behavioral Health System 176
: Lexington, KY (Registered Nurses...)
• Trover Foundation f 42
: Maxsaonvfai. KY (Occupational Therapist Occupational Therapy Assistants
Registered Nurses Physical Thsrapists Physical Therapy Assistants Social Worker...)

• DotywoodtS
: Pigeon Forge. TN (Ride Attendants. Games Attendants. Food Service, Lifeguards. .)
• Meristar Hotels* Resorts » 52
: Lexington. KY (Maintenance Engineer, Cafe Hostess. Bel Captain...)

Criminal JusWce.
Bnoua^rynamnunKfunnffi
• Kentucky Pottos Corps • 13
: Richmond. KY (Awarding up to $30,000 college scholarships for individuals wanting
to be a police officer in Kentucky...)
• Kentucky State Police Recruitment Branch • S3
: Frankfort. KY (KSP Trooper positions. . )

EKU ProQMna/Oinoawi
• Alumni Relation* • 88
: Richmond. KY (Promote services to students and alumni...)
• Career Services • 84
: Richmond. KY (Promoting career services for EKU students and alumni....)
• Co-operative Education * 85
: Richmond, KY (Promoting coop program to EKU students....)
• EKU Army ROTC • 63
: Richmond, KY (Premier Leaderehup Training & Commission Officers tor the Army,
Army Reserve, and National Gaurd. .)
Elem/Seoonoory Education:
• Qaaatin Co. Schools • 1
: Warsaw. KY (Teacher and Administrators at all levels of elementary ft secondary
education...)
• LaRue County Schools f 68
HodgenvfNe. KY (Art Teacher Special ed(LBD) teacher...)
Rockingham County Schools • 29
Eden NC (None currently...)
Toyota Child Development Center • 64
Georgetown, KY ('classroom teachers *SA Summer Camp Teachers...)

Check our website at www.omrwer.eku.edu
or www.ooop.0ku.edu lor a Hat of participating
employers and fob opportunitiea available

I

• Cardinal HearttvlPC « 27
: Winchester, KY (Chemistry Btotogy Industrial Engineering..)
• Intertape Polymer Groups 18
: Richmond, KY (Information is currently unavailable )
%« UPS • 51
: Lexington, KY (parttme fobs / opt In management program...)

• Dswaharss • 43
: LEXINGTON. KY (SALES ASSOCIATES. SALES SUPERVISORS...)
• Family Dollar # 54
: Charlotte. NC (Distribution Cantor Area Manager Trainee...)
• Meear » 57,
: Grand Rapids. Ml (Poatttona available tor retail management trainees....)
• Sherwtn-WMiame Co • 34
: Incfcanapoes. IN (Management Trainee. )
• Walgreene«7
: Daerfteld. IL (Company Background: Walgreen Company is the leader of the U.S.
chain drugstore industry in sales. Mora growth and technology use. The company1*
strategy is to be the nation's most convenient health care provider. Sales for fiscal
2001 topped $24.6 bat..)
Stafnfyff Aoancyi
• Manpower of Central KY > 26
: Lexington, KY (assembly, inspectors, administrative, medical office, extruders,
customer service reps, engineers(novice). Chemical lab
tach(novioe).Prograrranar(novtos). software tester! novice), data entry operators.)

H you he* any questions or need asaatance
»#) your returns, please contact canter wrvicec at 6221566
or 0000*622.1296

SPECIAL E\GNT Thursday, Fob 29lh -5p.m.- Uwryftn. 128
Donlmst the *ve woao conference TAPPING THE HIDDEN JOB MARKET
by Career Expert DonaUAsher - Abo shotting on Cota* tools Network 61
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Time to get
the cleats out
BYCOMEVHAU

Sports editor
Ifs only February, but the boys
of summer are back. With six
seniors and new bead coach Elvis
Dominguez, the Eastern baseball
team is looking for a fresh start
this season in hopes of improving
on last year's 25-31 record.
Dominguez comes to Eastern
from the University of Iowa where
he served as the team's infield
and hitting coach.
He replaces the program's alltime winningest coach. Jim Ward,
who resigned May 25 after 22
years at the helm.
After graduating only two
seniors from last season's team,
coach Dominguez sees no reason
why this team can't improve on
last year's record.
"I don't come into a season
thinking we are going to win 40
games," Dominguez says. "I just
let things fall into place. We have
good senior leadership on this
club, so I'm pretty confident"
With a new coach comes battles for starting positions.
"I made it clear that I didn't
know what they did last year and
that every position was open,"
Dominguez said.
"Needless to say, that made for
a very intense fall and winter practices."
The six seniors Dominguez is
referring to are pitchers Chip
Albright, Scott Santa, Spencer

Boley and Josh Thomas, outfielder Aaron Williams and catcher
Mike Schneider.
With four seniors on a pitching
staff that had a combined 6.79
earned run average and gave up a
.322 opponent's batting average
last season, things can only be
looking up. Especially with the
return of staff ace Albright, who
missed all of last season due to a
shoulder surgery.
"One of the reasons they struggled so much is because they didn't have Chip Albright. Having
him back and heahhy is the key."
Dominguez said.
"I expect big things from the
pitching staff," Albright said.
"Coach (Brian) Schaefer, our
pitching coach, has a very positive
attitude. That is a total change
from last year. He has us on a
new training regiment where we
focus on conditioning and
mechanics every day,"
"Sitting out last year was awful.
Just knowing I could go out there
and help made the games tough
to watch," Albright added.
With the pitching staff expected to be much unproved, sophomore centerfielder Josh Anderson
just hopes he can continue where
he left off.
Anderson led the team as a
freshman in batting average
(.353); games played (55), at bats
(207), hits (73), triples (four) and
stolen bases (32).

1

.

Pictured from laft to right hn—Mng, Aaron WNNams, EMs Dominguez and Mike Schneider Standing from left to
right. Nic Lively. Scott Santa. Spencer Boley. Chip Albright and Josh Thomas.

"I really expect to pick up
where I left off," Anderson said. T
feel like I have more confidence
and have improved my overall
game. I learned a lot about college pitching and base running
laat year, once I got adapted it
became much easier."
With the departure of Kiley
Vaughn and Gabe Thomas, last
season's top homerun hitters,
much of the power numbers will
be expected out of senior catcher
Schneider.
He hit .295 with nine homers
and 38 runs batted in spite of the
physical toll of catching 54 games.
"Catching catches up to you
during the last part of the season." Schneider said. "Once last

season was over, it just felt good
to relax. I expect to go there and
give 110 percent and contribute
any way I can to help the team
win."
As a first-year head coach,
Dominguez doesn't quite know
what to expect from his club
except that they will play as a unit
"I would just like to see how
we compete against other ball
clubs," Dominguez says.
The game of baseball is the
game of baseball. I just need to
make sure we don't get too high
or too low. One of my main goals
coming in here was to create
team unity. We are a tight-knit
unit with the attitude of if one fails
we all fail."

When asked what can be
expected of this year's team,
Anderson said that the new
coaching staff has brought in so
much energy and talent that he
expects a very fun ball club to
watch.
"We're not a power hitting
team, so we just need to be good
in every situation," Anderson said.
"We will run, play good defense
and have a lot more fire than last
year's team did."
Dominguez agrees. "My main
goal is to make sure we stay on
task. If we do the little things
right, we can be very successful
and accomplish what we set out to
accomplish, and that's to win a
ring."

Softball hopes running high

,
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Slav* Mchtrdson'PragrsM

#14 Scott Santa Sr.P
#15 Aaron Wflnams Sr. OF
#31 Chip Albright Sr. P
#33 Spencer Boley Sr. P
#34 Josh Thomas Sr.P
#44 Mike Schneider Sr.C
#8 Adam Crowder Jr. OF
#9 Nic Lively Jr. P
#16JohnMyles Jr. infield
#17 Robby Price Jr. infield
#26 Brad Schmittou Jr. inf/p
#37 Phillip Robertson Jr. C
#5 Josh Anderson Soph. OF
#7 Greg Estop Soph. OF
#10 Nick Adams Soph. P
#11 Chris Grynsriski Soph Inf
#13 Dan Bachman Soph P
#24 Neil Sellers Soph, infield
#25 Joe Pickanki Soph P
#2 Derrick Bussel Fr. OF
#12 Scott GoetzFr.P
#19 Johnny King Fr. infield
•21 Andy Potato Fr.P
#22 Eric Anthrop Fr. P
#23 Will Whisenant Fr. infield
#27 Adam ViankFr. infield .
#28 Justin Ctorny Fr. OF
#30 Brian Eagle Fr.P
#36 Greg Harper Fr.P
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Slavs Rtehardson/Progrsss
Jennifer Norrto hurls a fastbaK at catcher Megan MMs. Norris is expected
to contribute aa a freshman according to coach Jan* Wortnington.

Sports writer

The Eastern Kentucky
University women's Softball team
will take a road trip this upcoming
weekend to Macon, Ga.
The Lady Colonels will open
their season up by playing in the
Mercer Classic and hopes are
running high this year around the
Softball locker room.
The Lady Colonels are projected to finish second in the OVC,
but they did receive three first
place votes.
"I think everybody's really
excited about this year," said
coach Jane Wortnington. "After
finishing second last year we really would like to win it this year."
The Mercer Classic this weekend will serve as a measure of
what this year's team is capable
of. The teams participating in the
Mercer Classic are Mercer,
Austin Peay and Bradford.
"We would like to win it, of
course it's not a given that we will.
But we think we have a really
good chance Uiis weekend," said
Wortnington.
The Lady Colonels lost three
players from last year's second
place team but they have five
freshmen to compete for the open
positions they left behind.
Coach
Worthington
is

impressed with all the freshmen
but especially with Jennifer
Norris.
"Jen Norris is an incredible hitter
out
of
California,"
Worthington said. "She pitches,
play first base, she hit really well
for us in the fall, and I think she'll
continue to do that for us in the
spring."
Amber Berthoud, Beth
Conner, Cassi Reams, and Ashley
Schenck are the other freshmen
joining the team thia year.
Worthington is also looking for
some of the older players to step
up this year. One of the players
she's looking towards is junior
pitcher Jonelle Csora.
"Jonelle had an exceptional
year last year, hopefully shell do
just as well or even better than
last year," said Worthington.
She also is looking for Amy
Herrington to step up this year
because she will be playing first
base for the first time at the college leveL
The projected starting lineup
this year is just that projected.
"They're making my job really
hard this year," said Worthington.
Amy Herrington or Jennifer
Norris will start at first base.
Bethany Herrington will start at
second.
Diana Ban-eras, the reigning

freshman of the year, will start at
shortstop. Amber Berthoud or
Ashley Totten will start at third.
Megan Mills, the starting catcher,
will be out for awhile due to injury
and senior Laura Pullin will fill in
for her.
Kelli Bromley wiU start in centerfield. Elise Burch will start at
leftfield. Jennifer Christiansen or
Amy Wells win start in rightfieki.
The pitching is also not yet
completely slated. Both Jonelle
Csora and Jessica Soto will be
seeing a lot of time on the mound.
Wortnington is still uncertain of
where the ouier four pitchers wiH
stack up.
"We just have so much talent
and depth on our team,"
Worthington said.
"It would make my job a lot
easier if I could say who waa
going to start every single game,
but I like the fact that they are
challenging each other."
After this weekend's trip to
Georgia for the Mercer Classic
the Softball team's first home
game will be at 2 p.m., Feb. 26
against Louisville.
"After last year everybody is
going to be out to get us," said
Worthington, "It's always easier
to be file underdog then the team
on top, so we're gonna have to be
ready for every single game."

7 Megan Mills Sr.C
23 Laura Puffin Sr. C
5 Amy Wells Sr. OF
15 Ease Burch Jr. OF
11 Jonelle Csora Jr. P
19 Amy Herrington Jr. IB
21 Bethany Herrington Jr. 2B
32 Jessica Soto Jr. P
3 Diana Barreras Soph. SS
2 Kelli Bromery Soph. 3B
16 Jennifer Christiansen Soph.
OF
^^
14 Jennifer DeWeese Soph 3B
20 Kim Kelly Soph. IB
18 Ashley Totten Soph, utility
10 Amber Berhoud Fr. 3B
12 Beth Conner Fr. P/3B
1 Stephanie Huddleson Fr. OF
8 Jennifer Norris Fr. P/ IB
9 Cassi Ream* Fr. P
17 Ashley Schenck Fr.P

f

